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LETTER

Camp Kearney, Cal.
December 25, 1917.
To the

News-Heral-

Christmas day in an army
camp is a new thing for many of
Uncle's boys, and many of them
don t like it very well. But
Uncle is a pretty stern old boy
and it is a hard job to talk him
out of anything.
Many of the boys who live
nearby are at home, but as we
have only four days off we boys
who live so far away could not
make the trip.
The weather here has been
threatening, but last night was
an ideal night. There was not a
cloud to be seen and the moon
shone in great splendor on the
shores of the Western Continent.
The night was cool and refreshing.

J
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games. We had a new captain
Today every effort was made who had been in charge of us
by the Red Cross and our mess .jurat a day or so. Of course, the
sergeant.
We received from officers are apart from the men.
the Red Cross a package apiece. We have to have permission to
The package contained eatables, even speak to the captain. In a
smoking, toilet articles, etc. In certain game the losing side was
fact it was real nice, and I be to run a monkey race a race on
lieve everyone appreciated his the hands and feet for the
gifts. Our mess sergeant is sec amusement of the winners. This
ond to none. He is for the boys, certain lad was more fortunate
and God knows that kind of a than I, and was on the winning
man is seldom found in the army. side. The race began and the
At least that seems to be the lad went wild with amusement.
view of most of the boys with Thinking that the captain was a
whom I have come in contact. I private he grabbed him by the
him
half
do not mean to raise a discussion shoulder, jerking
on that point, for I suspect that around, exclaiming: "Watch 'em
after this war is over that this go."
Most of the boys from Tor
point will be thoroughly discussed.
The following menu rance county that I know are
getting along nicely. However,
was served:
Menu, Christmas, December a few days ago we had the mis25th, 1917.
Roast turkey, cel- fortune of losing one of our most
ery, mashed potatoes, cranberry stalwart soldier friends, Walter
sauce, fig pudding with hard Beavers of Corona. Three weeks
sauce, olives. radishe3, lettuce, ago he was in good health, and
icecream,' coffee, nuts, candy, one of the strongest men in our
We boys who knew
company.
fruit.
This is all that I think of at him marched with the body from
present, but you see that we had the hospital to the depot and
a pretty fair dinner. After din- paid our respects to our departed
ner quite a few of us volunteered friend. He has paid the price
to help clean up the kitchen and that many must pay, and deserves honor the same as if he
dining room.
I am about to forget to tell you had fallen on the battlefields of
that we were honored at dinner bloody Europe.
The body was wrapped in the
by the presence of our captain,
colors, and was accompanied
some ladies, and a band.
Well, after the kitchen and home by his broken hearted
dining room were put in order, it father who arrived too late to
was reported that they were see his son alive. Walter, as the
looking for two men to go on most of us have done, took out
guard duty tonight in the place all the insurance the government
of the two who had failed to ap would allow him. The parents
receive
pear.
So quite a few had bus of the deceased will
iness at the Y. M. C. A., etc., $14,300 insurance.
Our holidays will soon be
till the guard was reformed.
There is so much red tape passed, but we hope those at
about standing guard that we home are enjoying the event.
all dread the job. There are We wish them all the pleasure
many comical
incidents take and prosperity possible.
L. P. THELLMIC.
place among the boys on guard.
The following are a few that the
boys enjoy:
Notice.
One night while walking post
You are hereby notified that
No. 1, the sentinel saw a man
approaching his post. Just as on the 8th day of January, 1918,
the sentinel called out, ' 'Who is at 1 o'clock P. M., in Moriarty,
there?" the man stepped in a New Mexico, the annual meet
hole, stumbbd and said "Jesus ing of the stockholders of the
Christ." The sentinel cried out: Moriarty National Farm Loan
"Corporal of the guard, turn out Association will be held for the
the Twelve Apostles, here is Dumose of electing a Board of
Directors and a Loan Committee
Jesus Christ. "
reOn another occasion it is said for the ensuing year, and
officers,
reports
of
the
ceiving
acthat the officer of the day,
companied by his wife and dog and for the transaction of other
Votes by proxy are
came by a guard. The guard business.
halted him and said: "Who is not permitted. R. V. Gilbert,
there?" The officer' replied, Secretary-Treasure"Officer of the day, wife and
dog." The guard repiled: "Of
Wanted
ficer of the day, advance to be
At the county clerk's office
recognized, wife stand attention,
people who are good at
four
dog
mark time."
and
and typewriting for
writing
A short time ago one of the
Wages will be
one week.
lieutenants of our company about
per day, commencing
dollars
two
crossed the post of one of our
A. M. and closboys and was halted. The guard at eight o'clock
P. M., or 25c
o'clock
four
ing
at
The
asked: "Who is there?"
but neat and
None
hour.
per
lieutenant replied, "An officer.".
writers need apply.
The guard said: "Well gallop up. accurate
Salas.
Old Prudo, and let's take a Julian
squint at you."
If you don't want to bother
Just here I must tell a joke on sending for your papers and
one of our boys from Cedarvale. magazines, come to this office
A few days ago while on the and we'll do it for you.
drill field we were playing some

Shortly after supper I thought
I would stroll around awhile, and
went to the Y. M. C. A. and was
delighted with what I saw.
Near the Y. M. C. A. in the
open were gathered perhaps
eight or ten thousand boys. In
the center of the crowd was a
platform greeted about five feet
from the ground, and many entertainers were there.
A splendid program was rendered. Major General Strong
made a short address at the
opening of the program. Several noted lady singers as well as
men singers, including a male
quartet, sang for us, and we all
sang many patriotic and familiar
songs. The band whs no small
factor in the entertainment of
the evening.
The songs were
flashed on canvas and this enabled all to sing who could and
cared to.
I must not fail to mention the
Christmas tree.
It was somewhat different to the Christmas
trees that most of us are used to.
It must have been between fifty
and sixty feet high, and was
decorated with red, white and
blue. One white light was wired
to the extreme top of the tree,
and red, white and blue lights
were woven among the branches
of the huge tree.
However,
there were no presents on the
tree. They were saved until today.
After the program the boys
were told that California, ' Colorado, and other states had Bent
quite a bit of fruit to be distributed among their soldier
boys.
I would like to say that
New Mexico was included, but I
did not hear that state mentioned
Nevertheless, we enjoyed the
scramble to get Borne fruit.
When about one hundred or
more of us in single fila fastened
our arms around each other in
order that we would not be separated and would have some
force, we started through the
headway
crowd and made
against all resistance for some
time. But suddenly our line was
broken by a rubbish pile containing ooxes, tin cans, etc. We
couldn't stop and some of us
found ourselves on top of the
rubbish, boxes, etc. Then we
were met by military policemen
swinging clubs and talking
Dutch, so it is useless to say that 3
we were soon pretty quiet boys,
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we got our fruit.

r.

esolutions
Along about this time it's quite the thing to
make resolutions, and we've made one. It is to
have for sale the things you want to buy. at
prices that will save you money. Let us show
you.

HELLUMS
Lowest

Where Prices are

3, 1913

Volume XIV No.

At the annual

w
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NOTICE.

stockholders

election of the FARMERS AND
STOCKMENS
BANK OF ESTANCIA, the following men
were chosen by the stockholders,

as DIRECTORS, for the present
year:
WILLIE ELGIN, ALBERT
ABBOTT. F. T. MEADOWS, C.
A. BURRUSS, NEAL JENSON,
ROBERT W. LYNN, AND J. N.
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BURTON.
Did you

ever analyze the oft
repeated fact, that "The safety
and strength of all banking institutions is wholly dependent
upon the HONESTY and INTEGRITY of its Board of Directors, Officers and Employes?"
This statement contains the kernel of the entire subject. We
believe it and have acted upon
such belief.
It is unnecessary to make any
comment as to these men's, moral
You
and financial standing.
know them and your neighbor
knows them. They are all home
men and "OLD TIMERS".
We solicit your patronage.
FARMERS AND STOCKMENS
BANK OF ESTANCIA.
I am now comfortably located
two doors north of the postoffice,
where I want all of my old customers to come and see me and
get the best barber work done
that can be done in the Estancia
valley.
I also handle the Electric Laundry of Santa Fe, and
can give you the best service in
the barber and laundry business
in town. J. E. Hinman, the
Barber.
Notice To Taxpayers

ROMERO,

Collector.
BRAN
M'INTOSH
Bran from new crop wheat is
now being made.
The supply
will be limited not enough to
last through the season. This is
of very superior quality, com
monly known as white, or mill
run bran. Better buy now. Get
it from your local merchant if he
has it.
If not, we will see that
you are supplied. Kemp Bros, in
Estancia are handling this bran.
E. H. Ayers. Owner Mcintosh
Roller Flour Mills.
P. 0. address, Estancia, N. M.
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BANK

IF YOU'LL GIVE YOUR WIFE A BANK ACCOUNT SHE WILL
SAVE YOU MONEY.
SHE CAN PAY HER BILLS WITH CHECKS
AND HAVE A CHECK ON HER BILLS.
SHE WILL TAKE GOOD
CARE TO SEE THAT BANK ACCOUNT GROW WITH THE SMALL
SUMS THAT MIGHT OTHERWISE BE FIDDLED AWAY FOR UNNECESSARY TRIFLES.
IT WILL GIVE HER A FEELING OF PRIDE IN HELPING YOU.
THAT MONEY WILL COME IN HANDY SOME DAY.
COMETO OUR BANK.

Estancia Savings Bank

DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON,
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY.
A. E, Flesher came from Oklahoma Tuesday to remain a
week or two visiting and looking
after business. He is farming,
but got Btarted too late to do
much the first season. The com

I

The Tax Rolls for 1917 are
about completed and .we expect
to be able to issue tas receipts
by January 10th.
Notices will
be mailed as soon as possible
after the" rolls are received.
RAYMUNDO

I

I

H. F. SHELTON

ing season he will go in more extensively.
He says rains were
local and as a consequence crops
were "spotted" in his part of
Oklahoma the past season some
places good, and some places no
good.

C. A. BURRUSS. President
NEAL JENSON, Cashier
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Kobert Lynn.
Did vou ever stoo to figure out just what a $5,000
Mr. Customer!
investment in a time certificate would earn for you in 20 years?

Suppose at the age of 40 years, you invest in a time certifícate drawand earn your living
ing í per cent interest compounded
outside of tbe $3,000 for a period of 20 years. At the expiration of the
20 years the original investment together with interestwill amount to
the sum of $11,146.37.
Thn suppose again, that at the age of 60 you wish to retire from active life, and would begin drawing only interest and principal to the
amount of $100 per month for the next few years, or until you had
reached the 8ge of 68 (which is as long as the average man can expect
to live), you still have in the bank to your credit the sum of $4,530.10.
This is almost as much as you originally deposited, and yet you have
drawn nut in the the last 1 years tbe sum of $9,000.00 for your support. If you should live beyond the average and reach the age of 70
years, you would still have in the bank to your credit, after drawing
regularly 100 per month, the sum of $2,430.62. If you should still live
longer, this sum would enable you to draw your regular amount until
you reach the age of 72 years, 1 month and 18 days. Can you imagine
cheaper or better insurance for your declining years?
This bank is always at the service of its customers.

FARMERS AND STOCKMENS BANK
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Results of Inventory
Good Ac
counts: These ase splendid assets, but the strongest item we
find is the long list of pleased customers who return day after
day; week after week; month after month, and best of all year after
It stirs within us the big
year. Of this we are by no means unmindful.
resolve that the year nineteen hundred eighteen shall make of this store
a depot of even more varied trading possibilities and a source of still
greater service to the community. Speak us your wishes. We delight

M

AN DISE, Real Estate, Fixtures, Notes,

Bonds,

in courtesy and utility to the trade.

Estancia Lumber Company
MERCHANTS OF EVERYTHING

ESTANCIA

NEWS HERALD.

of Union Switch company near
Oct. 6. Peru broke off relations with six merchantmen sunk In North sea by works
National Guard of 1 states and District Germany.
Nicaragua Indorsed course of United
.
Germans.
conflagration In the
x
of Columbia mobilized.
Feb
agreement
1&.
program
Dec.
completed
war
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Congress
Its
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20.
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si.
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Feb
626
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separate peace.
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. ,
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army In Mesopotamia.
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of Cossacks against LenVae govern- Haskell, IS.N. J., destroyed
for land, killing 11 In coast towns, but being
Congress appropriated $100,000,000
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explosion
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Dec. 8. - jr. A. D. Melvln, chief of U.
A ii art
Japanese troops landed In Vladivostok.
Jan. 27. Two million five hundred thoubetween Sotssona and Reims, manv snil
repulsed six desperate
mlle front
sand dollar flrs in business district of 8. burea of animal Industry.
Dec. 11. Russian constituent assemJuly 23. Government of national safety r Oct.
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taking 10.008 prisoners.
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April 17. Senate unanimously passed
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cresiea powers.
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Feb. Z. Explosion and Are In Chicago
Dec. 12. Germane made great attack
bond Issue bill.
Dec, 16. Henry Clay Bamabee, ret-er- an
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July . Mutinous division of KornllofTs
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Congressional Inquiry Into
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ESTANCIA

Kill That
Cold and

Save Health
CASCARA

M QUININE

Tbt old family remedy Is Cablet
form safe, aure, easy to take. No
opiate. no unpleaaant after effects.
Curea colda in 34 hour. Grip In 3
days. Mcneybacklf itfatla. Qettha
witn
Íenuine Doa
and Mr.
HiU'a picture on it
24 Tabla ta far 2 5.
At Any Drug Store
'

I

circumstantial evidence.
"I sny, Dick, what makes you 0
suspicious nbout your girl's letting other fellows court her?"
"I put It to you, mil, wouldn't It
mnke you suspicious If your girl's parrot kept saying all the time you were
sitting with her, 'Oh, don't, Charley?'"
A Bio Darning Bill.
In 11)01, when the French government set out to have Its state tapestries mended, it was estimated that
the cost would be equivalent to $150,-00The tapestries In question numbered 60.
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For Infanta and Children.
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Mothers Know That

li.

Genuine Castoria

CENT.

a rfnnnf.-.- 1 PER
AVóóofnhlePrcnafatioo&rAs

Lif;ndtluFid bvBefuta- tlngtheSWnVaralBogbrf
Thereby PromotinéDhHíll
aiccrfulnessandite5i.wia-neither Oplam.Morphlnenor:
Mineral. Not wahcu
juxiwim

TEUTONS OFFER

(

.Always

Bears the

Sign

ATTENTION!

GENERAL PEACE
DENY ALLIED DEMAND FOR DEW
OCRACY IN GERMANY AND
TERMS GUARD AUTOCRACY.

PAY

NO

INDEMNITIES

Some men's Idea of being a Christian
Is to look solemn.

---3cs-ss-:
-aaS-

I

NEWS-HERAL-

"ALL BELLIGERENTS
MUST AC
CEPT PROPOSAL IF END OF
WAR IS TO COME" CZERNIN.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

TEITO.VS PEACE CONDITIONS.
Here are the main points insisted
of
peace:
1
No
annexation
of territories
seized during- the war and stipulations for evacuation by troops.
2 Declaration
by the allies of Intention not to take away political independence
of nations
which lost It during; the war.
3 Nationalities
political
without
independence to Bnlve question
of subjection through own
with their peop!es according to their own constitutions.
4 Protection
of rlirhts of minorities constitutes an essential pnrt
of the right of peoples to
5 No belligerent country to be required to pay contributions and
private persons to be compensated for losses from special
fund contributed by all belligerents on a proportional basis.
6 Return
of colonia! territories
forcibly seized during the war.
on by the Teutons aB conditions

Sick Women

To do your duty during these trying
1,1
I
a!
IJTue your rirsr.
f . sr
iimes your neaiin snouia
consideration. 1 hese two women si
w
tell how they found health.
T
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Hellam, Pa. "I took Lydia E. Pinkham'B Vegetable Compound for female troubles and a dia- placement. I felt all run down and was very weak.
I had been treated by a physician without results.
so decided to give Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound
a trial, and felt better right away. I am keeping house
since last April and doing all my housework, where before
I was unable to do any work. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is certainly the best medicine a woman can
take when In this condition. I give you permission to publish
this letter." Mrs. E. R. Cbumlino, It. No. 1, Hellam, Pa.
Lowell, Mich. "I suffered from cramps and dragging
down pains, was irregular and had female weakness and
displacement.
I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which gave me relief at once and restored
my health. I should like to recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's
remedies to all suffering women who are troubled in a similar way." Mrs.EusEllEia,R.No.O,
Box83,LowelLMich.

Why Not Try

I
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mm
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LYDIA E. PINKHAmS V
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
LYDIA

E.PINKHAM

MEDICINE

CO. LYNN. MASS

a

Petrograd. The Central powers,
Count Czernin, the
foreign minister, told the peace con-

No Need.
In Which Sense?
Writ on K. Colero an,
D1TFUTO
lngun.I.U. Book! free. Uigb
Lady Do .vim think it ix fair to lake
"I hear the Kherlfl; Is after Maud."
W el nrerenoM. Beat- rea a lis.
MlI lWmñmHI II IN
Ills riindy?
"Yes. 1 believe he Iiiir nn attachment
Lilllp Boy I don't luive to be fair
for her."
ference at Brest-I.itovaChristmas
solemnly declare their resolve Imme- I kin lick him. I.I fc.
A fiotnful Remedy fbr
diately to sign terms which will terRELIABLE PRESCRIPTION
(ronstipaUontwdDiofThoe
Cuticura It So Soothing
minate the war on conditions equally To itching,
a
burning skins. It not only
and rcverisnnes
Just to all belligerents.
The Central
np
sleep
Tnca
FOR THE KIDNEYS
powers also favor a general peace soothes but heals. Bathe with Cutiresulünílharcfranjnjnfenty
cura Soap and hot water, dry gently
without forcible annexations and in- and
apply
demnities. They could not bind them free samples Cuticura Ointment. For
address, "Cuticura, Dept.
For many year druggist have watched
selves to such terms without a guar
Boston." At druggists and by mail, with much interuBt the remarkable record
antee that Russia's allies would recog A,
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Hoomaintained
ImiCBWTAoriCoHPOTr.
nize them and carry them out honest
the great kidney, liver and bladder medi-ii---nr -- - vrtRIC.I
ly toward the Central powers.
cine.
Needed More Weiflht.
I
Count Czernin declared
It is a physician's prescription.
that the
The lmly of the house shut her Hps
Swamp-Rooia a strengthening medit
Central powers believed the basic tightly when she saw who hud run.
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladprinciples uttered by the Russian del Ihe bell.
do
der
the work nature intended they
egates could be the basis of such a
Xo," she snld, "you were here In should do.
peace. He said they Bhared Russia's December. I never give to a beggar
Swamp-Root
has stood the test of years.
Exact Copy of Wrapper,
condemnation of a continuation of the undeserving of help."
It ia sold by all druggist b on its merit and
tmv orar.ua aoaiaairv. new vena arre.
war for the sake of conquest.
"I wouldn't 'uve called, mum," said itcineshould help you. Ño other kidney medi-has so many friends.
jKsi.r-r-j
It is necessary to indicate most the tramp, seeing that he need ex
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
A Harsh Cynicism.
Nothing New.
clearly, however, the count added, that pect nothing more from that house. treatment
at
once.
"Marriage is a lottery," sold the phll
ine papers soy that women are the Russian proposals could be rear only 'ome-nincl- e
cukes left like you
However, if you wiBh first to test this
osopher.
to be used as carriers for the mails.' lzed only in
the event that all bellig gave me a month ago. I wants to en great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
"In that case," commented the poor
"Well, why shouldn't they carry the erents obligated themselves
adlist, but of your little cukes would 'ave Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
to
nd ARTISTIC JEWELIY
misanthrope, "the
ample bottle. When writing be sure and
laws mails? Haven't they long been trans here to the terms of such a peace.
MAirmucTtTBDra
put me right."
are not enforced as they ought to be." porting them?"
paper.
mention
this
Adr.
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
foreign min
The Austro-HungariaKth a Curtía, Banter. C.la.
Tommy Needed Them, Too.
ister declared that the Central pow
True to His Convictions.
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Croat ers did not Intend forcibly to annex
WRITS OR OALL FOR CATALOG
LAZAT1VH BB0MO UUINISH remoree the eaaM.
The wounded Tommy writhed and
The purchasing agent ly In bed
Tb.re la only oae "Bromo galalne." B. W. tfUOVM'S Hag lllue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
territories seized during the war, nor squirmed as the innsseuKp. with Iron sore smitten with n serious sickness. The Platte River Cattle Co.
At all Kood (rrocers. Adr.
to deprive nations of political inde fingertips, massaged his injured leg. A specialist stood by his bedside and
7I5E.ILMHbi.Dcm. Cab.
No Proofs.
Best Way.
pendence lost in the war.
At last he burst out :
snld: "I can cure you."
PURE
BRED HEREFORD
"How objects do pass from eye to
"The sense of public honesty Is grow"Arf a mo! What d'jer think ver
The question of the subjection of
your
"What's
bid?" moaned the sick
BULLS FOR SALE
ing every day."
of? Ow !"
natlonaltles who have not political in
innn,
Osea, two and threes.
"Yes; I suppose they do It on the dependence to another country cannot
"Can't notice thnt contributions to
"It's all right !" said the masseuse.
"One hundred dollars."
Seo or write na before bujlfif.
the conscience fund are getting Into bridge of the nose."
be solved internationally and must be
'm. kneading your musties!"
"You'll have to do better than that."
the million class."
peogovernment
by
met
The Tommy gently but firmly pulled gnsped the purchasing agent; "I've got
each
and its
DEVELOPING
ple in the manner established by the his leg away from the none too gentle a better bid from the undertaker."
GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
and PRINTING
Send for Catalorne and
Take things as they come, but reconstitution of that government. The grasp of his tormentor, and breathed :
Finishing: Price Llat. Ta. Dnnr fUto IUmíU C.
member there are some things It will
Has been used for all aliments thai protection of the right of minorities
Only One "BROMO OIJ1K1TCR'
"So'm I!"
taalaaa Kaeae C, 12. lttl Smat, Dwar, Cebraae
To get the jrenntno.oall for fall name LAXAT1T
pay you to go after.
are caused by a disordered stomach Ib an essential part of the right of peo-pieLook for BlsnatDBe oí JL W.
uures m voia in unm Dj. wo.
and Inactive liver, such as sick headW. N. U., DENVER, NO.
to
All the Adverbs.
COLIC IN HORSES ache, constipation, sour stomach,
In the event of a mutual refusal to
"Wife shopping early?"
demanda PROMPT attention. Keep
OLD APPLE STORY
nervous Indigestion, fermentation o meet war expenditures and pay damone or two bottle of
"Early, late, often nnd enthusiasti REVIVED
Domestic Warfare.
Dr. David Roberta
food, palpitation of the heart caused by ages caused by the war. Count Czer- cally."
"What did your wife do when you
,
Colic
gases In the stomach. August Flower nin continued, each belligerent shall
In Court That His got home late last night?"
Prisoner
Related
In your medicina chest all the time.
Adam and Eve Encounter Was
"Fired u vase at ine."
it mueren id me snorxeBi poiiS.Die Is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion bear only the expense of its Bub'jects
His Kick.
.time. Road the Practical Home both In stomach and intestines, cleans
F Veterinarian,
Caused by the Red Fruit
"Arc you fond of amateur theatri
"That was rough."
Bend for f rea tnnik- made prisoners and damages caused
leton ABORTION IN COWa. Ifim and sweetens the stomach and alimen"Ves. and she Bred on a flag of truee,
to property, of civilian subjects by de- cals?"
dealer In ruar town, write
Or. DatM loberii' Ut Co., 100 Grand Arum, Wiukiilu, Wit.
tary canal, stimulates the liver to se
"Kver since Eve tempted Adam with too." Louisville Courier-Journa"Yes. hut not at professional prices."
violations
of international
crete the bile and impurities from the liberate
an
apple
there
has
more
Exchange.
been
or
less
adversary.
part
of
on
law
the
the
The
blood. Sold. In all civilized countries.
trouble," remarked James K. Deerv,
creation of a special fund for this purCatarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
80 and 90 cent bottles.
Adv.
Judge of city court, says the IndianWas Never In.
pose, as suggested by Russia, could be
by local applications aa
cannot reach
apolis
News, "hut this morning was the diseased portion of they
"Bangor
says he Is out of politics
the ear. There Is
only
discussed
in
event
that
the
other
'
Not Possible.
only
one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
good."
I
the
first
for
time
have
an
that
ex and that
had
peace
join
belligerents
negotia
in
the
by
a
Is
remedy.
constitutional
'The architect spoiled that new po
ample of the trouble which may be HALL'S CATARRH
For the good of politics yes."
MEDICINE acts
tions within a certain time.
lice court."
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
caused
a
man
between
woman
by
and
Soap 25c. Ointment 25 and 50c
of the System.
Catarrhal Deafness Is
The chairman of the Russian dele
'Couldn't be spoiled. A police court
an apple."
caused by an Inflamed condition of tha
gation expressed gratification at the
Is, of necessity, a Hue building."
mucous lining; of the Eustachian Tube.
A man had been arrested charged
When
peace
this tube is inflamed you have a
German willingness to make
with nssnult and battery on his wife. rumbling; sound or Imperfect hearing,
and
without annexations and indemnities
Is entirely closed. Deafness la tha
when
It
The
wife
hud
to
tried
shield hltn when result. Unless
rethe Inflammation can
of peoand with the
she took the stand, but admitted hav- duced and this tube restored to Itsbenorples. He demurred, however, at the
condition, hearing may be deatroyed
ing hud a little unpleasantness with mal
Many ra8es of Deafness ara
forever.
as
German statement on
her mute.
caused by Catarrh, which Is an Inflamed
being incomplete. ' He said the war
of the Mucous Surfaces.
When the man took the stand he condition
ONE
HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
Coffee
could not end without the
asked whether he should tell the story case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
The thousand of U. S. farmers who have accepted
of violated rights of little
be
cured by HALL'S CATARRH
Canada's generous offer to settle on homesteads or buy
from the beginning, nnd when told to MEDICINE.
and oppressed nationalities and Rusfarm land in her provinces have been well repaid by
go abend started by saying: "Judge,
All Dnigíjlsta 75c. Circulars freo.
sia would insist on guarantees that
bountiful crops of wheat and other grains.
F. J, Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
your honor, all this trouble was caused
rights
be
would
protected
lawful
their
Where you can buy good farm land at $15 to $30
by nn apple."
quick
for
The Eternal Feminine.
in a general peace treaty.
per acre get $2 a bushel for wheat and raise 20 to
"Ves. I have heard that story beSt. l'eter Itlght this way, Indies, to
43 bushels to the acre you are bound to make money
the better follow
Count Czernin explained the posifore." snld the judge, "The Bible even
that's what you can do in Western Canada.
your
get
halos.
tion of the central powers In a statesays that nn apple caused trouble bea change to
In the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Shade of Mrs. IieStylc Now. Mr.
ment which he read at the second ses
tween Adam and Eve. nnd most people
Alberta you can get a
I take one I would like
before
l'eter.
sion of the peace conference at 1
think that all of our troubles date to j to
know if you allow the privilege of
HOMESTEAD OF
ACRES FREE H o'clock Tuesday evening.
that time."
exchanging It If I find when I get home
and other land at very low prices.
"Hut this was a real apple," replied
:
that It doesn't fit?
During many years Canadian
Supervisors Oust County Treasurer.
the prisoner.
"We had nn argument
wheat fields have averaged 20 bushels
over it and when my wife became loud
St. Louis. The St. Clair county
to the acre many yields as high as
Make, the laundress happy that's T?ei
I merely shoved her away from me.
board of supervisors voted, 34 to 6, to
45 bushels to the acre. Wonderful
Cross Rae HI
beautiful, clear
Then some nosey neighbors called the white clothes. All Makes
oust Fred Warning, county treasurer,
crops also of Oats, Barley, and Flax.
good groce re. Adv.
police."
from office. The action was taken at
Mixed Farming is as profitable an
A delicious, drug-fre- e
"All right." said Judge Deery. "but
industry as grain raising. Good
a special meeting of the board at
A Religious Combination.
school, churches; mark eta convenient,
I believe the real cause of this trouble
Belleville after County Auditor Eckert
Iteeently a imrcel was
in
drink, tasting
climate excellent. Write tor literature and
Is
yon
acnot
Now,
work
steadily.
to
had
do
that
been unable
reported he
particular aa to reduced railway ratea to
the Toledo post otliee which for some
Sunt, of Immigration. Ottawa, Can., or to
I am going to let you go Ihis time on reason had to be opened. It was admuch like high-gra- de
count for $79,160.30 of county funds
the conillifon that you hoed some iid- - dressed to "Any Soldier in France Who
which should be In Warning's
W. V. BENNETT
coffee, comvlee relative to steady employment, Hoes Not Receive Another I'resent."
Seem ,Be BldsOmaha.Nek.
forting and satisfywhich a friend of yours Is going to i
n mine nuo a set or DolCanadian Government Areat
U. S. Guarantees Roads an Income.
give you ns soon ns you leave the ing gloves.
ing to the former
New York. The railroads of the
courtroom."
country will be guaranteed net opercoffee user.
Natural Place.
ating income at the rate of $947.267,471
"So Kill dressed up his story?"
Use Locust Piles.
as
plan
annually, under the
announccJ
Ideal
for
"Yes.
children.
and
then
took It to a
The government Is reported to have
by President Wilson. The latest ofparty."
reached n decision that tree nails or
with a proven record on over half a million calves, has by actual test made ficial figures as compiled by the In
wooden pins used In shipbuilding must
aa-sgood everywhere and hat stood the test of time. It is safe to use at any time. terstate Commerce Commission show
"There's Reason"
be of locust or eucalyptus. The black
.
niior mo uwi..
r... f
i IU1 I lieu CI5J. 3
Cannot give the disease to calves or spread disease in pastures.
aiuiius i.
It is easy net operating Income for the years
will
locust
be
the
particular
species
POSTUM
MOVleS
Red ETea Sot. Kyi.
1917
f
Leading cattlemen are using it exclusively ask any of them. ending June 30, 1915, 1916 and
'
to administer.
Grana
BTelhla. Krf- - i
used.
RfrMtM
Muño, it a raiurit.
BMtom.lail
as follows for all the roads of the
S
Write us for names and free book on blackleg.
1 rrat-nefor
that (el dry .rrt oart. a
fak- 1915,
$728,712.079;
,191f,
country.
moca
Sold by Grocers.
fool- Br,Ira
of
a.
aarourT-sei3
Girls who are enrolled ns second-clas- s
aad wit the Mm n.n:sntr. i
THE KANSAS BLACKLEG SERUM CO.
1917, $1,069,750,514. The
$1,043,839.822:
CUE m TWII. TO CWMT BUT IF FrfS!
yeomen in the Vnited States uavy
Sold at ltrag and. OpUral Moroa or by Mill a
101 stockyard Exchange
CO.DI ailtMIHHll')HMIIII
Denver, Colo. average for three years amounts to
ail kWaa) En ha Ca, Ceicase, m fin lut f
receive $S0 per mouth salary.
$947,267,471.
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Cuticura Heals
Skin Troubles

Are Common in Western Canada
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PROGRESSO

Special Correspondence.

Fine weather still continues.
H. Payne and family returned
home from .Texas, after spending; the holidays with the former's
mother.
A pie supper was given Saturday night at the home of N. A.
Jones in honor of their son Edwin and Ray DeVaney, who left
for Albuquerque Sunday to attend business college.
B. E.'Piggott and wife, C. M.
Pearce and wife and Ray Ellis-to- n
attended the Sunday School
Convention in Willard Sunday.
H. Payne and C. M. Pearce
made a flying trip to Cedarvale
and Pinos Wells Monday.
N. A. Jones left Wednesday
for Tyron, Oklahoma, his old
-

home.
Miss Blanche Riddels, our
teacher, and Willie Mae Wright
spent the holidays with the
former's brother and family at

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,

Mountainair.
Notice of Suit.
H. Payne and family now ride State of New Mexico, County
in a new Saxon Six, which he rance.
In the District Court,
purchased in Amarillo.
Lillie WalTensmith, Plaintiff,
Fre-vevs.
Shady DeVaney and Fred
are drilling: a well for Edgar M. II. LeaseDefendant.

MARRIED

J. P. COURT

'

Fred Shubert and Manuel
of TorJustice Peterson has been quite
were before Justice PeterOctober 24, 1917.
busy in the marrying line recentNotice is hereby given that the State ly. During the past few weeks son Monday on drunk and disof New Mexico, under the provisions
The first
he has tied up the following orderly charges.
of the Act of Congress of June 21
and costs,
fined
$5
was
named
couples:
eight
1898, and June 20, 1910, and the Acts named
No. 789.
C. A. Smith and Effie Draper. and the last named got the same
ap
made
has
supplementary
thereto,
Piggott
To M. H. Lease, Defendant:
plication for the following described
Annies Franklin and Ethel dose with a 30 days jail sentence,
You are hereby notified that the unappropriated public lands as indem Daugherty.
suspended during good behavior.
wherein Lillie nity school lands.
MOUNTAINAIR above entitled cause,plaintiff,
Delfina
and
Elfigo
Gutierrez
P. W. Yohe, more commonly
From the Independent.
and you
WalTensmith is the
No. 8188.
Serial No. 034128-L- ist
known as "Spike," was brought
Horace Nance came in on are the defendant, has been commenced
The NEM, Sec. 7, T. 7 N., R. 10 E., Hernandez.
Wm. Smith and Nora Tonkin-so- from Torrance this morning on a
Christmas Eve from Marlow, and is now pending in the District N. M. P. M , containing 160 acres.
charge of jumping board bills.
Oklahoma, to visit relatives. Court of Torrance County, State of The purpose of this notice is to allow
Mexico, the object of said cause all persons claiming tne land adversely,
O. C. Manker was the complainPawnee
W.
and
Hearn
P.
Evidently he has about made up New
to
or
to
desiring
show
be
mineral
in
it
being to remove the cloud upon plainHe paid up and
ing witness.
character,
file
ob
an
to
onnortunitv
Simpson.
join
to
his mind
the "Bean tiff's title to the following described lections to such location or selection
was discharged. He said he had
Carl Parker and Jeannette
Kings" as he has already invest land and real estate, situate, lying and with the register and receiver of the
registered in Michigan under the
being in Torrance County, New Mexi- United States Land Office at Santa Fe,
ed in a team of work horses.
name of Paul Wilson, which
inestablish
and
Mexico,
New
to
their
co, and more particularly described as
Hallie Madole. name he said had been tacked to
and
Olaf
Chinn
or
mineral
terest
character
therein,
the
younger
Montrose
A
brother of
follows:
Archer Crisp and Wanda Rain-bol- t. him as a nickname, and had only
thereof.
McEachern came in on Christmas The SWy NEM, SH NWM and
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
eight days in which to get back
Register, U. S. Land Office
Eve, from Alabama, to assist NEJi SWH of Section Four (4), Townthere and report.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Pickens
him in the farm work the com- ship Eight (8) North, of Range Eight
A. A. Mourfield and Tom BrySOON OVER HIS COLD.
(8) East, N. M. P. M., containing 160
have bought the Schuyler
ing season.
place northwest of Es- an of Progresso are in Estancia
acres; which said cloud upon the title
Everyone speaks well of Chamber
on business today.
Miss Mae Booth went to Albu is caused by the record of a certain in- lain's Cough Remedy after having used tancia.
querque on Monday afternoon to denture of mortgage made by Severo it. Mrs. George Lewis, PittsSeld, N,
Garcia and wife, Manuelita Garcia, to
this to say regarding it: "Last
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
spend the holidays with her said M, H. Lease upon August 24th, Y., hasmy
little boy, five years old,
winter
mother.
1909, to secure the payment of $225.00 was sick with a cold for two or three
Estancia, N. M. , Dec. 25, 1917.
I doctored him and used variThe assessor or his deputy will visit the several precincts of Torrance county
Mrs. J. M. Cooper left last with interest, and to cancel the same weeks.
and satisfy the same of record as fully ous cough medicines but nothing did on the dates stated below, for the purpose of receiving the returns of property
week for Kentucky, where she paid.
him much good until I began using for the year 1918.
will visit friends and relatives
And you are further notified that un- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
He
All taxpayers are earnestly requested to meet the assessor at the nearest
less you enter, or cause to be entered then improved rapidly and in a few point and make a personal rendition of their property, which will be more satis
for a few months.
your appearance in said cause on or be"
adv
factory than by mailing to the office of the treasurer.
Jose Anaya, formerly section fore the 20th day of February, 1918, days was over his cold,
DATE
PLACE
PRECINCT
foreman on the N. M. Central, judgment by default will be taken
Jan. 17 and 18, 1918
8 Moriarty
Store of Joe Davis
State of New Mexico.
was over from Estancia, Friday against you in said cause and decree
"
" 19
Notice for Publication.
16 Mcintosh
Store White & Laws
Public Land Sale,
pro confesso entered therein.
"
" 21
19 Lucero
House of Jesus S. y Ballejos
ofl'3tweek.
Se-dil-

rt

n.

.

Torrance County.
"
House of Jesus Candelaria
Office of the Commissioner of Public 1 Tajique
" 23 and 24 "
2 Torreón
House of Simon Romero
Lands,
" 25 and 26 "
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
3 Manzano
House of Epifanio Chavez
Notice is hereby given that pursuant 4 Ciénega
" 28
"
House of Pedro Lucero
to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
"
" 29
House of Daniel Torres
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of 5 Punta
'
" 30
Store of Donaciano Aragón
the State of New Mexico, and the 13 Abo
" 31Feb. 1 "
rules and regulations of the State 15 Mountainair
Office of Chas. L. Burt
Land Office, the Commissioner of Pub- 17 Jaramillo
"
Feb. 2
House of Gil Perea
lic Lands will offer at public sale, to
'
"
4 and 5
Torrance County Bank
the highest bidder, at 9 o'clock A, M., 6 Willard
"
Postoffice
on Tuesday, January 8th, 1918, in the 18 Cedarvale
"
town of Estancia, County of Torrance, 11 Pinos Wells
" 9
Store of H. A. Mirabal
of
in
front
the
Mexico,
of
New
State
"
" 11
20 Varney
Postoffice
Court House therein, the following de" 12 and 13 "
10 Duran
House of Ventura Duran
scribed tracts of lands, viz. :
" 14 and 15 "
Store of Willard Merc. Co.
Sale No. 933 SJNEy, SE.y NW,y, 12 Encino
"
Sec. 3G, T. 5 N , K. 6 E., containing
" 16
9 Palma
House of Jesus Ma. Abeyta
120 acres.
The improvements consist 14 Lucy
Store of E. A. Mattingly
of fencing, value $40.00.
January and February, "
Court House
Sale No. 934-S- W,y
SW, EH SWJf, 7 Estancia
Sec. 36; T. 6 N , R. 6 K containing
120 acres. There are no improvements.
NWÍ, NWM
Sale No.
SWM, Sec. 36; T. 5 N., R. 6 E., conThere are no imvice of this summons, if defendant is taining 120 acres.
County Surveyor
served in any County in this Judicial provements.
of Sec. 30; T. 4 N.,
No. 936,-- All
Agrimensor de Condado
District, otherwise within thirty days R. Sale
ü E., containing
Im640 acres.
service, then end there to answer provements consist of fencing, value
after
From
Enterprise.
the
Mcintosh. N. M.
the complaint of O.K. White in an action $500.00.
Mrs. Lazenby will go back to for divorce. You are notified that unNo bid on the above described tracts
for less than
her place in the Bond Bros less you so appear and answer, the of land will be accepted
(10.00) Dollars per acre, which is
Now open for business. We will be glad to
store, and Miss Mae Ballard will plaintiff will apply for the relief de- Ten
the appraised value thereof and in admanded in the complaint together with dition thereto the successful bidder
take her place in the schools.
Physician and Optician
have
you call at any time and look over our
must pay for the improvements.
the costs of Buit.
7, T. 9 N.,
You will always be welcome. First
stock.
REFRACTING A SPECIALTY
Mrs. Speare will take Miss Witness, The Honorable Edward L. Sale Ño. 937 SE,'4160 Sec.
acres. The imR. 8 E., containing
place
Ju- provements consist of fencing, value
schools.
in
Ballard's
Judge
Medler,
of
Third
the
the
of Estancia Auto Co.
District
door
south
OMNS,th
M.m st.. Estancia, N.M.
dicial District Court of the State of $75.00. No bid on this tract will be acMiss Aline machvogal came New Mexico, and the Beal of the Dis- cepted for less than 63.00 per acre.
NE,y, Sec. 14;
from Albuquerque and spent trict Court of Torrance County, this Sale No. 938-ST. 9 N., R. 9 E., containing 320 acres.
Christmas with her parents at 2nd day of January, A. D. 1918.
There are no improvements on this
JULIAN SALAS,
(Seal)
tract. No bid on this tract will be acthe Midway Hotel.
Physician and Surgeon
cepted for less than $3.00 per acre.
Clerk.
Kach of the above described tracts
Office practice and consultation.
Treating
Red Cross meeting held at
The
RAPKOCH,
By
T.
B.
of Byes and Fitting of (ilaBseB a Specialty.
will be offered fur sale separately.
Office at Drug Store
Deputy.
the Baptist church building last
The above sale of lands will be subMOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.
Wednesday afternoon was a very W. D. Wasson, attorney for plaintiff, ject to the following terms and conditions, viz.:
interesting meeting.
Good at Estancia, N. M.
The successful bidder must pay to
very
Commissioner of Public Lands or
a
enjoyed
We
the
tendance.
Chas. F. Easley
Chas. R. Easley
Notice.
his
agent holding such sale,
interesting speech from Mrs. C.
of the price offered by him for
New Mexico.
EASLEY & EASLEY
ENCINO, NEW MEXICO
L. Alexander just from Pitts-burg- State of
the land, tour per cent interest in ad
Attorneys at Law
To J. R. Smith, Defendant,
vance for the balance of such purchase
CAPITAL 25,000.00
Kansas.
Greeting:
price and fees for advertising and ap
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept.
Does
a
general
banking
business. Live stock loans n specialty. We invite
to
incidental
costs
and
all
hereby
praising
the
be
commanded
to
You
are
Report
of
member
Christmas
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
and each and all of said amounts
SANTA FE, N. M.
ship campaign was 88 new mem- - and appear before the Third Judicial sale,
be deposited in cash or certified
must
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.-C. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.
District Court of the State of New exchange at the time of the sale, and
lers and a donation of $5. We Mexico,
Bitting within and for the which said amounts and all of them
wish to extend thanks to every County of Torrance, that being the are subject to forfeiture to the State
coworker in the cause.
County in which the complaint herein of New Mexico, if the successful bid
der does not execute a contract within
FRED H. AYERS
The knitting committee are is filed, within twenty days after ser- thirty days after it has been mailed to
summons,
defendant
vice
of
is
if
this
him by the State Land Office, said
Attorney and Counselor at Law
making a fine showing and more
served in any County in this Judicial contract to provide that the purchaser
knitters are solicited.
If you District, otherwise within thirty days may at his option make payments of
Office honra 9 do a to 4 :80pm
man
oi ninety-fiv- e
will help, notify Mrs. C. E. Dav after service, then and there to an- not less
ESTANCIA,
NEW MEXICO
Der cent of the purchase Drice at
enport or Mrs. Elias Speare. Of swer the complaint of George W. Pope any time after the sale and prior to
He Buys and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock
or thirty years trom the
You are the expim-'oficers elected tor the ensuing in an action for damages.
to
provide
and
of
contract
date
tiie
,
E. Bwlng'
so
you
appear
unless
and
notified
N. M.
that
year are as follows:
for the payment of any unpaid balance
DENTIST
answer, the plaintiff will apply for the at tne expiration or thirty years irom
Mrs. C. E. Davenport, Chair- relief demanded in the complaint to the date of the contract, with interest on
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
deferred payments at the rate of four
Lazenby, Vice gether with the costs of suit.
Sometimes out of town first of week man; Mrs. S.
cent per annum payable in Advance QC59i
Witness, The Honorable Edward L. per
but always in Estancia office Fridays Chairman; Mr. C. L- - Creighton,
on the anniversary 01 the dati- t conand Saturdays. Office in Ayers building Treasurer; Miss Louise Presler, Medler. District Judge of the Third tract, partial payments to b;' i edited
Judicial District Court of the State of on the anniversary of date of contract
Secretary.
New Mexico, and the Beal of the Dis next following the date r,f render.
W. DRAYTON WASSON
trict Court of Torrance (Jounty, this The above sale of land i i subject to
2nd day of January, A. D. 1918.
valid, existing
rights,
easements,
Attorney at Law
STOMACH
TROUBLfS.
(Seal)
JULIAN SALAS,
rights of way, and reservations.
Clerk.
If you have trouble with your stom
The Commissioner of Public Lands
Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico ach you should try Chamberain's TabBv T. B. RAPKOCH.
of New Mexico or his agent holding
Deputy.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
such sale reserves the right to reject
lets.
So many have been restored to
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
W. D. Waason, attorney for plain any and all bids offered at said Bale.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
health by the use of these tablets and tiff, Estancia, N. M.
Possession will be given successful
their cost íb so little, 25 cents, that it
ledged. Residences and
bidder on or before October first, 1918.
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
Witness mv hand and official seal of
is worth while to give them a trial.
Farms for Rent.
Department
of the Interior,
Chili and Short Orders
the State Land Office, this Twenty-fift- h
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
day of October, 1917.
(Seal)
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
J. E. Patterson of Lucy is here
24, 1917.
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof helping Postmaster AHman with Notice is hereby December
Commissioner of uhiic Lands,
"given that Bonifacio
State of New Mexico.
Cakes and Pies
his quarterly reports. Since the Vigil, of Torreón, New Mexico, who, First publication, Nov. 1, 1917.
J. R. WASH.
Estancia office has been made on May 19,. 1910, and April 28, 1917, Last puotication, Jan. 3, 1918.
homestead entries. Nos. 013524
PREFERS
CHAMBf RUIN'S.
the intermediary between the made
and 032538, for Lots 1, 2 and 4, Section
"In the course of a conversation
department and twenty-tw- o
oth 13, Township North, Range 5 East,
with Chamberlain
Co's reper postoffices, the bookkeeping is N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of resentative today, Medicine
we had occasion to
Wapron Yard
some job.
intention to make final five-yediscuss in a general way the merits of
All Kinds of Feed
Proof, to establish claim to the land their different preparations. At his
Land for Sale
Chilili, N. M.
above decribed, before Neal Jenson, suggestion I take pleasure in expressG10GGCD?
ARE YOUR SEWERS
The bowels are the sewerage system U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New ing my estimation of Chamberlain's
Also V on right hip,
Why should you be behind merchants and professional
Cough Remedy.
of the body.
You can well imagine Mexico, on February 9, 1918.
I have a family of
cross on right shoulClaimant names as witnesses:
six children and have used this remedy men in the matter of stationery for your correspondence?
der, XX on left hip. the result when they are stopped up as
Adolfo Vigil, Elf ido Chavez y Lucero, in my home for years. I consider it
Range 6 miles north is the case in constipation. As a purgaWhy not have neat printed letter heads and envelopes?
1 mile west of Lucy.
tiva you will find Chamberlain's Tab- Pablo Torres y Vigil, Manuel Otero, the only cough remedy on the market,
looks more like business, and costs but a trifle, if any.
It
Notify Mrs. S. A. lets excellent. They are mild and gen' all of Torreón, New Mexico.
as I have tried nearly all kinds." Earl
Edmonds & Sons.
C. Ross, Publisher
They also improve FRANCISCO DELO ADO, Register.
Hamilton County more than buying in 10c and 25c lots.
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle .with above tie in their action.
Come to the News-Heral- d
Republican-Newbrands strayed from range.
adv
Syracuse, Kan. adv
the digestion.
office and see about it.
E. R. Wright,

whose

postoffice

"22

ad-

J.ian C. Romero, who has dress is Santa Fe, N. M., is the attorcharge of the schools at Tajique, ney for plaintiff in said cause.
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
'
JULIAN SALAS,
wa3 a Mountainair visitor last (Seal)
County
County,
New
Torrance
Clerk,
Torrance County Abstract Co. Saturday, and a pleasant caller Mexico.
at the Independent office.
By T. B. RAPKOCH,
A. R. POOL. Manager
Deputy.
M.
wife
Pickel
and
J.
Cashier
N. MEX.
ESTANCIA.
Savings
County
of
Torrance
the
Fifteen years experience as an AbNotice.
stracter. See us before placing your Bank,' spent Christmas Day in
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
of
Mexico.
New
State
Mountainair, the guests of Rev,
To Nannie White, Defendant,
DR. H. T. WICHMAN T. V. Ludlow and family.
Greeting:
You are hereby commanded to be
Physician and Surgeon
Marshall Orme came in Christ
and appear before the Third Judicial
Kearney,
Office in rear of Estancia Savings Bank mas Eve from Camp
District Court of the State of New
Building
California, where he has been Mexico, sitting within and for the
with 'Sammies" in training, to County of Torrance, that being the
ESTANCIA, N. M.
eat Christmas turkey with home County in which the complaint herein
D. S. KING
is filed, within twenty days after serfolks.

"8

"18

Valley Furniture Co

ENCINO

O. W. Bay
ESTaNem, n. m.

S. N. Jenson

C. J. Amble

ENeiNO STATE BANK

BARNET FREILINGER
The Land Man

6.

ESTflNeiH,

Neal Jenson

0

0

U. S. Commissioner

ft

8

RESTAURANT
Figola Bread

f

Estancia. New

Mexico
rarr cssraaieac'

-

as

To Farmers
and Stockmen

Raymond T. Sanchez
General Merchandise

.

LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST
For long
H. V. Lipe.

term farm loans

see

Hot and cold baths at Fenley's
adv.
barber shop.
Mr. ahd Mrs. C. S. Kellogg are
starting overland this week for
Cortez, Colorado.
Mrs. Alma Comer and children
of Amarillo, Texas, are here
visiting relatives.
S, C. Arrendiell came in this
week to remain several weeks
visiting and looking after bus
iness.
For Sale, yearling and
Hereford Bulls. --The
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N.
M.

Senator Barth came over from
Albuquerque Monday, to look
after operations on his bean
farms.
For hauling and transfer work,
phone City Transfer. Also serOffice at wagon yard
vice car.
near depot. C. C. Miller.
J. W. Wood of Dora, Texas,
who bought land west of Mcintosh a year or two ago, has
moved out and is now living on
.

the

place.

A deputy internal revenue collector will be in Estancia, Jan. 7
to 12 inclusive, to help you in

making out your income tax reBe on hand and get it off
your mind.
160 acres of good land for sale.
Small' cash payment and long
Good farm,
time on balance.
good grass, good well, good
house, and in good locality. Inadv.
quire at this office.
Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Rex
and
two children of El Dorado, Kansas, returned to their home Monday, after a visit with the
family.
Mrs. Hill is the
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. Milbourn.
For sale, ripe Spanish onions
five and a half cents per pound,
No order takexpress prepaid.
en for less than 75 pounds.
Cheaper in large quantities.
If
interested, write. R. R, Bridges, Pojuaque, N. Mex.
adv.
People are proverbially careA roaring wood
less about fire.
fire is always a potential source
of disaster, bul at this particular
time it is more so than usual.
Take a stroll after dark any
evening and in some direction
you are pretty surtí to see a
chimney or stovepipe emitting a
copious shower of sparks. With
shingles cupped and dry as tinder and every nook and corner
full of inflammable trash, this is
dangerous. Of course, it may go
on for a long time without a
spark happening to find lodgment in the right place, but
sooner or later this will happen,
and then there will be troublb of
Also, when
a serious nature.
you hear of a fire having been
caused by a defective flue, remember that a defective flue is
dangerous only in connection
with a roaring fire.

turn.

Mil-bou- rn

Jan. 12, Robert Warwick in a
feature, " The Heart of a Hero."
Pastime.

Meat and
groceries hero, the whole long year,
sugar lüiir to boa us,
the store with (roods galore, from
RÍKlit hero's
soaps to Kreens.
s
brands, our
(roods in cans are
Ourketchup proper Btull.
Itakos,
cakes,
and
breakfast
Crackers, and Snail.
and cluvo.i and hpico and colToe
Ei;ffB andits rice
roa mi.
soup, prunos, and cheese, and
Raisins, peas,
by thft pound.
the kind that SUITS, we
fruits,
and
Yeast the best on
earth.
Coloct the stock tltat none can knock, and got
a
money
your
wortu.

Good

RIGHT HERE
In Valley Hotel Building.

Neis Frostenson

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Martin
A. W. Lyttle has decided to
have gone to Texas on a visit.
move to California.
J. A. Tillman of Pedernal was
Uncle Ed Brunk is very sick at
over on business the first of the
the home of D. H. McDonald.

week.
Quiero comprar sarapes Nava-jose- s
Pregunten en la oficina del
depot, Estancia.
C. L. Higday is planning a
trip to the Pecos country and
southwestern Kansas.
For sale, 9 good young work
mules, or will trade for cattle.
Tom Bryan, Progresso, N. M.
Carl Sherwood and family
have moved from the country to
their new home in the Flesher
addition.
IÍ. G. Ramby, the Mcintosh
merchant, was attending to business matters in Estancia Tuesday and Wednesday.
Barney Freilinger and B. J.
Tracy have been buying and
shipping cattle. During December they shipped out six cars.
Wanted, from 100 to 150 head
of stock cows, on shares. Plenty
of grass and water. A. A.
Mourfield, Progresso, N. M.
return.
The newly elected board of di
Dr. and Mrs. Mason enterand
tained a crowd of young people rectors of the Farmers
Forest's friends Sunday and Stockmens Bank have
Sunday evening. The young all the officers, with the addition
folks had a great time and en- of C. Ortiz as second vice
joyed themselves to the limit.
Wrapping the lines around the
L. M. Gardner, who worked
for the Dean brothers most of hub started a team to backing
the time for the past ten years, one day during the past week,
is in France, a first sergeant of and they backed into Heliums'
railway engineers.
He enlisted store front, smashing a plate
immediately after the declaration
He writes that the enof war.
Howard Smalley returned the
gineers are working all the time first of the week from Camp
within sound of the roar of guns. Funston, having been discharged
We neglected last week to from the service for physical dismention the return of Charley ability. He says his mother will
May from a trip to Neoga, return shortly.
Illinois. He was called there by
O. W. Kemp suffered a severe
He attack of pneumonia last week.
the sickness of his mother.
says a heavy snow was on the He was taken to Albuquerque
ground there, and there was Saturday evening, and a mes
much sickness nearly every sage this morning reported him
body complaining more or less. much improved.
J. W. Walker of Lucy was in T. A. M. Loftin of Sterling
Estancia on business last Friday. City, Texas, arrived this week
The past season was a pretty with a car of stock, implements,
hard one for crops in the Lucy etc. He was here looking around
vicinity, but Mr. Walker isn't several months ago.
He will
making any "holler." He de- rent for the coming season.
pends on cows and chickens, and
In regard to the stock disease
will get through about as usual-rai- sed
enough corn to fill his big northeast of town mentioned
several weeks ago, chemists
silo, with some left over, and
found nothing to indicate consome other feed stuff, and put
tagious disease, and it is believed
He
up eighteen tons of thistleskind of poisplanted two acres of beans, just to have been some
onE. L. Garvin, who lost a
use,
own
enough
his
for
to raise
of horses on the Reed
and got 900 pounds. The beans number
place, moved his horses from
were cultivated five times.
there. Two that were sick died,
An errror occurred during the but no more have been sick.
past few weeks in a reading no- Considerable loss of cattle from
tice in this paper of R. R. Bridg- - blackleg is reported from differers, of Pojuaque, in which he ent localities.
was made to offer ripe Spanish
O. C. Loveless has bought the
onions at 1 c a pound, whereearaze and the Barker
Barker
as it should have read 5 c a
shop which was loblacksmith
obviously
so
a
pound.
was
It
in it.
He has rented the
cated
mistake that we fancy all our
garage to C. H. Carmichael, who
readers knew it was a mistake.
C. D. Fish
comes from Idaho.
Mr. Bridgers' onions are eswho came from Folsom, New
er,
pecially fine in quality, all ripe
Mexico, a skilled automobile
and weigh from 4 to 1
will have charge of the
In most onions man,
pounds each.
garage for Mr. Carmichael. Mr.
you buy will be found immature
Fisher and family occupy the
ones which will go to shucks and
Crawford house at the
are of no value, and this waste Richard
limits of town. Young
northwest
buy
of
adds to your cost. If you
Baker is working the black
Mr.
Mr. Bridgers, every ounce is
smith shop for Mr. Loveless.
good value.
On Saturday County Agent
H. B. Lewis returned Monday Strong will go to the State Colfrom Camp Kearney, California, lege for two weeks. The first
where he went to visit his son, week will be spent in a county
who is a soldier and is in the agent conference, at which all
agents of the state
hospital with pneumonia. He the county
While the secwill be present.
left the boy improving and ond is to be the annual Farmers
thinks he will soon be on his and Homemakers Week. It was
feet again. There are many hoped that a large representation
cast's of pneumonia and not a of farmers from Torrance County
would attend this meeting which
few deaths in the camp, a sur- is
to be held at the State College
prising fact in view ofCalifor-nia'- s the week of January 14th to
much advertised climate. 19th, but the farmers of the
Mr. Lewis says the fact is, county do not seem to be awake
though, that while it is not to the benefits to be derived from
stormy and the days generally attending meetings of this kind.
are fair, the nights are cold, The railroads have offered redamp and foggy very trying on duced rate of a fare and
for the round trip. During
men, and particularly so on men from the dry, the absence of the county agent,
bracing climate of New Mexico. Ralph Roberson will look after
the office. Those people desiring
Jan. 8, Dorothy Dalton blackleg vaccine, of which there
in "The Jungle Child." are one thousand doses on hand,
may get same of him.
Pastime.
Long time real estate farm
loans negotiated. -- Fred H. Ayers
Mr. Rice, father of Jake Rice,
is reported very low with lung
trouble.
50 White Leghorn hens and
pullets for sale, 75e each. Wal
ter F. Martin.
Basket leaves Fenley's barber
shop for Imperial Laundry every
Tuesday morning.
N. L. Tracy has gone back to
Texas to be absent about a month
attending to business and visiting.
All persons having Red Cross
work are requested to turn it in
at once, as it is desired to send
away all completed articles as
soon as possible.
George and Ed Davis of northwest of Mcintosh, have gone to
Albuquerque to work in the
shops until the spring farming
operations begin, when they will

1--

2

one-thir- d

ss
New Year's Day was spent in
a very auspicious manner by the
members of the Estancia Red
Cross. Now that the holidays
are over a new activity is being
shown in the work. The doors
of the work room were opened
promptly at nine o'clock Tuesday morning and groups of enthusiastic workers were kept
busy throughout the entire day.
Now that most everyone understands the work and everything
is in good running order, a proposal was made at the last meeting that the work room be
opened every afternoon during
the week with one certain member to act as hostess, said member to ask three or four other
In this way a
ladies to help.
great deal more work can be accomplished than when the room
is crowded. This plan also gives
everyone who would like to work
for the Red Cross a chance to help.
Mrs. Mason will be in charge
Thursday.Mrs. Ed. Roberson will
be in charge Saturday afternoon.
Everyone wishing to come any
afternoon during the week may
do so, Tuesday still being the
general meeting day. The mem
bers are requested to come pre
pared to volunteer to act as hostess on one certain day in the
week.
The knitted articles that were
made up have been sent in to
Denver, and a very pleasant
card was received in return telling how gratified headquarters
was with our work.
The completed articles sent in
are as follows:
3 sleeveless sweaters
4 helmets
7 mufflers
6 pairs thumbleas mittens
12 pairs socks
Notice

New Goods
We are replenishing our stock as fast as
we can get the goods shipped.
Come
and see us when wanting anything in our

line.

Estancia Drug Company
raw

Ml

'

7M
$360.00

JT
faJI

I

f o.b.
Detroit

Valley iluto eo.
estancia; N. M.

The Farmer's Friend
Tell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
Estamos para servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.

Mountainair State Bank,
and SERVICE
M0UNNNAIR-STRENGT-

A Mistake!

Abstracts.

Roberson Abstract Company,
incorporated, announces revision
of. its prices effective Jan. 1,
1918, on all orders filed on or after said date.
This company is incorporated
under the laws of this state, and
the law makes an abstract certi
fied to as correct by its secretary
and under its corporate seal evidence of the matters thereby
shown same as Public Records of
Torrance county. Ralph Gs Rob
erson, Secretary.
Lost

Friday evening, on road near
Estancia, two yards of white oil
Finder please leave at
cloth.
News-Heraloffice. J. L. Camp
bell.
d

Public Sale.

Frequently you hear people lamenting the
mistakes they have made. Don't give yourself
investigate the prices
cause for lamentation
we are making on winter goods.

KEMP BROS.

b e Broth ers
ITOR CAR
ESTANCIA AUTO GO.

Parts. Supplies and Repairs
Having decided to move to Agents for Torrance County.
California, I will offer for sale to
the highest bidder for cash on
SATURDAY. JAN. 5,
Confidence
Result of Strength
beginning at 2 P. M. in the old
Tuttle building, the following:
The strength of this bank is the direct result of its efficient management,
ample resources and capital. The confidence of the people it the result of
1 Axminister rug, 1 Jersey cow
the Htrontith and unquestioned safety which the bank assure its depositors
giving milk, will be fresh in
and patrons. Ever siuce its establishment the bank has gradually grown in
strength aud also in the esteem of tho people. We invite the accounts of all
March, bred to Holstein bull; 3
who appreciate safoty for their money and careful, efficient enrvice.
tons bean hulls, 800 pounds bran,
Straight Banking.
A Strong Bank with no side lines.
14 sacks of corn meal, 1 Majestic
Experienced management and large financial resources at our command.
steel range stove, 1 box wood
Capital and Surplus $25,000.00
heating stove, 1 Singer sewing
We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
machine, 1 washing machine and
wringer, 1 organ, 1 dresser, 1
Torrance County Savings Bank
Morris chair, 1 double chair, 7
The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
dining room chairs, 1 ice cream
WHlard, New Mexico
1
freezer, 3 tables, set shoe tools,
25-fgarden hose, 1 blow-torcelectric drops and w ire, dishes, 1
baby bed, 2 wide beds. 234
beds, 1 set screw plates, cooking
utensils, carpenter
tools, 1
sciecn door, school books for
first, second, fourth and seventh 33
Dealer in General Merchandise
grades, and. other articles too
Vo0,5 $3.00
iPheStn Children's Coats
numerous to mention.
I sell all other goods as cheap as any retail merchant
Parties wishing to buy at priI have just received a nice stock of
in the state.
vate sale before the above date
Christmas Toys. I have the Apples, Nuts, Oranges
may do so.
and Candies. Give me a call. You are welcome. I
A. W. LYTTLE.
carry Roofing Paper, Baling Wire, Gasoline in
cans. Also a good stock of Shoes and Men's Shirts.
The M. E. Ladies' Aid will
give an exchange in the front of
the Texas Hotel on Saturday,
January 5th.

the

t.

I Juan S. Jaramillo

Torreón.

NI Mex.

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

designated director general of railroads. S la director may perform the THE WAR SAYINGS BODY
American steamer Tuscarora dashed
duties imposed upon him so long and
to pieces on rocky Nova Scotlan
to such extent as he shall determine,
coast.
through the board of directors, receivers, officers and employés of Bald sys- REYNOLDS ORGANIZING FOR
The Berlin papers dilate on the imtems of transportation. Until and ex
THRIFT STAMP 8ALES.
peace
portance of the Brest-Lltovs- k
cept so far as said director shall.
negotiations and declare peace offer Is
speor
general
by
to
time
time
from
"free from lust."
cial orders otherwise provide, tht Preliminary Meeting Will Convene In
CONDENSED RECORD OP THE
of Japan with her al- TAKING OVER CONTROL OF ALL boards of directors, receivers, officers
Albuquerque to Frame Plan for
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
lies In the war to the fullest extent
and employés of the various transpor
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
RAILWAYS IN NAME OF
$6,000,000 Campaign,
HOME AND ABROAD.
of her ability was pledged by Emperor
tation systems shall continue the op
COMING EVENTS.
THE NATION.
eration thereof in the usual and ordin
Yoshihlto In the speech from the
9
Jan.
Farmers' Week and Home
ary course of business of common car Western Nswspaper Union News Service.
Makers' Conference at State College,
throne at the. opening of parliament.
Mesilla Park.
riers, in the names of their respective
A Petrograd dispatch to the London
Vegas,
3
East Lab
N. M. Hallett Feb.
New Mexico Electrical Ascompanies.
FROM ALL
sociation meetinK at Bllver city.
Times said that Ambassador Francis
so far as said di Raynolds, state director of the nation- March
6
NOT TO IMPAIR RIGHTS Until and except time
Htockmen's convention at
In bis statement denied that he and
to time other al war savings committee, announced
rectors shall from
Roswell.
March. 1918 Wool Growers' convention
his staff had interfered with Russian
wise by general or Bpecial orders de upon his arrival home from Washingat Koswell.
termine, such systems of transporta ton, where he attended the organizaSAYINGS, DO I N Oli ACHIEVE" internal affairs or aided any political
faction.
Takes Possession Under Provision of tion shall remain subject to all exist tion meeting, that he would ImmeThree prisoners made their escape
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
lng statutes and orders of the Inter diately begin work for an intensive or- from the Carrlzozo Jail.
More than 300 members of the Ger
Army Appropriation Act of
AND FEARS OF MANKIND,
to ganization in
Commission,
state
and
Commerce
New Mexico to raise the
man minority Socialist party were arRev. J. F. Horton of Chicago is the
all statutes and orders of regulating $6,000,000 expected
Aug. 29, 1916.
of the state during new Presbyterian minister at Santa
rested on Christmas eve by the Ger
commissions of the various states in
Western Newspaper Union News strvlce.
coming
the
year.
man military authorities, according to
Committee
chairFé.
which said systems or any part there'
a Zurich dispatch given out in London tVestern Newspaper
ABOUT THE WAR
of may be situated. But any orders men in each county will convene in
A play in Spanish was an attraction
I'nion Nfwi Service.
general or special, hereafter made by Albuquerque after the holidays.
Italian! attacked by Germans from by the Wireless Press.
at the museum in Santa Fé on ChristWashington,
Dec. 27.
President. said director, shall have paramount au
The aim of the national war savlngi
The ideas of King Ferdinand of Bul
another quarter.
mas.
Wilson issued the following proclama- thority and be obeyed as such.
committee is to sell during the coming
German atrocities to Americans re garia about annexations are very difSometime in the spring there will
year two billion dollars worth of war
Does Not Affect Tramways.
ferent from those expounded by Count tion:
ported on battle front.
be given for the ffrst time in Las
Congress
Whereas,
The
Unitsavings
of
the
Nothing herein shall be construed
foreign
certificates. These certificates Cruces a Chautauqua
Six thousand Korniloff troops were Czernin, the Brest-Lltovsassembly.
minister, at
The Nleue ed States, in the exorcise of the con- as now affecting the possession, op. are of small denomination and tho
defeated by Bolshevikt.
A total of forty-fiv- e
young men durFree Presse (Vienna), quotes him as stitutional authority vested in them, eration and control of street electric public In buying them will not only
ing
Russian reports Indicate steady de- saying that Bulgaria would hold what by Joint resolution of the Senate and passenger
past
railthe
railways, including
week Is the contribution
contribute to the welfare of the nation
ways
commonly
called
interurbana,
cline of power of BolBheviki.
of
to
Clovis
the military service.
House of Representatives, bearing
in wartime but will be practicing
she had won.
whether such railways be or be not
Greece will reward citizens of that
A Junior Red Cross Society has
The central powers are ready to date April 6, 1917, resolved,
owned or controlled by such railroad thrift and laying up for Itself good
nation who join American army.
been
organized
That the state of war between the companies or systems. By subsequent returns in the way of investments.
at the New Mexico
make an immediate general peace
United States and the imperial Ger- order and proclamation, if and when
Normal University at Las Vegas.
Men recommended by Mr. Raynolds
Holiday gifts from the American
without compulsory annexations and man
government which has thus been It shall be found necessary or
to
Secretary
McAdoo
appointment
for
Red Cross were distributed In the Ital- without contributions.
The Albuquerque
destr
commissioners
This is their thrust upon the United States is hereamo, possession, control or operation as New Mexico county chairmen are have repealed the emergency caloon
ian trenches along the lower Piave.
answer thru Count Czernin, the
by formally declared;
and that the may be taken of all or any part of as follows: H. B. Summons, Farming- - ordinance
which
Col. del Rosso and Monte Val Bella
foreign minister, made President be and he Is hereby authoriclosed bars at 8 p. m.
sucn street railway systems, including ton, San Juan county; Frank Bond
on the Asiago plateau were recap- on Christmas day at Brest-Lltovsto zed and directed to employ the entire subways
The Western Oak Tanning and
and tunnels, and by subse Española, Rio Arriba county; B. G.
naval and military forces of the Unit quent order and proclamation, posses
tured by Italian forces in a counter Russian proposals.
Leather Company, George C. Taylor,
attack Dec. 26, but it was found imLeon Trotiky, the Bolshevik! for ed States and the resources of the sion, control and operation in whole Randall, Taos, Taos county; C. N, president, will establish a tannery at
possible to hold them, the Rome war eign minister, protested to the Ger- government to carry on war against or In part may also be relinquished Blackwell, Raton, Colfax county; M. C, Albuquerque.
Imperial German government; and to the owners thereof of any part of Johnson, Clayton, Union county; H. C.
office announced.
mans against the transference of the
As the result of a three weeks' seto bring the conflict to a successful the railroad systems or rail and water Ilfeld, Las Vegan, San Miguel county
A British air squadron dropped a troops
from the eastern front, but termination,
all of the resources of the systems, possession and control of A. W. Welst, Wagon Mound, Mora ries of evangelistic meetings at the
ton of bombs on the great commercial
also has ordered Russian factories to country are hereby pledged by the which are
U. B. Mission, a United Brethren
hereby assumed.
county; L. A. Hughes, Santa Fe, San
city of Mannheim, on the Rhine, In stop the manufacture
of munitions. Congress of the United States.
church has been organized In Las VeThe director shall as soon as may ta Fe county; J. Sellgman, Bernalillo,
Germany. Numbers of fires were He did not Indicate whether his govgas.
De after having assumed such possesWar Declared on Austria.
Sandoval county; C. N. Cotton, Gallup,
started. One British plane was ernment would take any other step
and control enter upon negotia McKlnley
H. B. Martin, assistant agent for the
And by joint resolution bearing date sion
B. Jones, Tucum-carlcounty;
H.
against German violation of the armforced to descend.
tions
with
companies
the several
Pullman company at Albuquerque for
of Dec. 7, 1917, resolved,
Quay county; H. R. Roberson,
looking
to
agreements
for
Austro-Germájust
istice.
and
Eleven
aeroplano
That a state of war Is hereby de reasonable compensation for the pos Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county; Alex the last two years, has been promoted
were brought down by the British and SPORTING NEWS
agent for the company at the Grand
clared to exist between the United session, use and
of their re- Shipley, Clovls, Curry county; R. C, to
Italian forces In a big aerial battle
of America and the Imperial spective propertiescontrol
States
Baseballs are going to cost more
on the basis of Dillon, Euclno, Torrance county; Guy Cañón.
govern an annual guaranteed
and royal
which developed when the Teutons next season than they have in
Gov. Lindsey granted a full pardon
condensation L. Rogers, Albuquerque, Bernalillo
the
made an unsuccessful attempt to bomb past, according to dealers In sporting ment; and that the President be and above accruing depreciation and the county;
John Becker, Belen, Valencia to Augustin Garcia, who bad been
he is hereby authorized and directed maintenance of
Treviso, sixteen miles north of Venice
properties,
their
goods.
county; J. S. MacTavlsh, Magdalena,
sentenced in Valencia county to serve
to employ the entire naval and mili- equivalent, as nearly
Many were killed and wounded.
may be, to Socorro county;
W. O. Oldham, Por sixty days in the penitentiary, begin
The annual meeting of the Rocky tary forces of the United States and the average of the netasoperating
in
The losses to British shipping show Mountain conference will be
Nov. 9.
ning
government
county;
the
to
tales,
of
resources
Roosevelt
the
Nathan Jaffa
held In
come tnereof for the three-yea- r
period
a material decrease for the past week. Denver, Jan. 12, according to word
George L.
Sergeant Frederick Llnse, In charge
giv carry on war against the Imperial and ending June 30, 1917 the results of Roswell, Chaves county;
Austro-HungariaAccording to the admiralty report en out by Prof. George C. Manly of royal
government; such negotiations to be reported to Ulrlck, Carrlzozo, Lincoln county; J. F. of the army recruiting station at Al
eleven British merchantmen of 1,600 the University of Denver, president of and to bring the conflict to a success- me for sucn action as may be appro- Joyce, Carlsbad, Eddy county; F. W, buquerque received
word authorizing
ful termination all the resources of priate and lawful.
tons or over were sunk by mine or the
Campbell, Las Cruces, Donna Ana him to enlist men above draft age for
conference.
the ountry are hereby pledged by the
submarine, as well as one merchant
county; C. E. Mitchell Alamogordo, the United States guards.
Not to Impair Rights.
George W. Phellls was high man in Congress of the United States. And,
man under that tonnage and one fish
But nothing herein contained, ex Otero county; Frank Nordhaus, Dom
William C. Schnepple, one of Roose
the trap shoot at the Lakewood CounWhereas, It Is provided by Sec. 1 pressed
lng vessel.
implied,
or
or
hereafter one lng, Luna county; W. D. Murray, Sil velt's Rough Riders and for several
of the act approved Aug. 29, 1916. enThe Germans made two attacks on try club, with a score of 99 out of 100. titled
or
suffered
hereunder,
be
shall
county;
City,
ver
A.
M.
Gilles
Grant
making
appropriations
"An act
years assistant postmaster at Santa
the Verdun front Thursday but were This is the first of a series of trap for the support of the army for the deemed In any way to IniDair the pie, Hlllsboro, Sierra county; P. J,
Fé, accepted a position with a wholenot able to break through the French shoots which the Lakewood club will fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, and rights of the stockholders, bondhold
county.
Read,
de
Baca
Sumner,
Fort
sale house at Las Vegas.
ers, creditors and other persons havlines, the Paris war office reports. Ar- hold every Wednesday afternoon at for other purposes," as follows:
ing
grounds
the
club
in Denver.
Interests In said systems of trans
The United States Government has
The President, in time of war, is
tillery fighting continues on the Verportation
or
profits
in
the
to
thereof,
Put Assessor on Fee Basis.
Twenty show horses from James Cox empowered, through the secretary of
awarded contracts for the erection at
dun front, where the French broke up
receive
just
compensaadequate
and
war,
possession
to take
and assume tions
Santa Fé. Lowering of the assess Fort Bayard of an ambulant patient's
two German attacks. "The enemy Brady's stable were auctioned off In
for the use and control and opdead remaining on the ground be New York for the benefit of the Red control of any system or systems of eration of their property hereby as- - ment by getting all property on the ward at Fort Bayard which Is to cost
any part thereof,
or
transportation,
aggregate
Cross
an
122,365,
for
tax
of
of
rolls; the substitution of the fee in the neighborhood of $100,000.
tween the lines and In the wire en
and to
the same, to the exclu aumea.
Regular dividends hitherto declared. system for the salary system in the
Manager Christian of the Carlsbad
tanglements demonstrated the import- which $18,150 was paid for eight hack- sion as utilize
may
necessary
as
all
be
of
far
ance of the losses suffered by the Ger neys. Fifteen of the animals were other traffic thereon, for the transfer and maturing Interest upon bonds, de- office of the assessor, limiting the In cotton gin announces that the gin has
mans, who left prisoners in Italian prize winners and the highest price or transportation of troops, war mate- bentures and other obligations, may come to $4,000 a year; avoidance of turned out over 400 bales of cotton,
was paid for the Imported English rial and equipment, or for such other be paid in due course; and such regu harsh or drastic measures In taxation and that the 500 mark will be more
hands."
aivmends and Interest may con- that scare off the investor, and changthan reached before the end of the
While their guns bombard the west hackney team, Plreon and Hamilton purposes connected with the emer lar
tinue to be paid
and unless the ing the law regarding the taxation of season.
ern front, the Germans are taking Regal, purchased by John R. Thomp gency as may be needful or desirable. said director shalluntil
from time to time sheep so
son
Chicago
of
for
$13,500.
actually
they
will
be
that
troops from the eastern front for use
To Utilize Transportation System,
Developments have progressed to a
otherwise by general or special orders
elsewhere,
despite the provision of GENERAL
And, whereas, It has now become determine; and subject to the approv- taxed in one county and not in two, point now that assures the building
escape
or
letting
all
Russo-Germa- n
them
taxation
r
necessary
al
of
the
the
in the national defense to
director, the various carriers
of a large Bait refinery at Willard and
armistice prohibit
John E. Williams, fuel administra
ing such action. The artillery activi- tor of Illinois, was appointed referee take possession and assume control may agree upon and arrange for the these were a few of the recommenda
machinery and plants for tbe productions of Former Congressman B. C, tion of several
ty In France has been moderate over In all labor disputes arising In the of certain systems of transportation renewal and extension of maturing
will also
Hernandez, of Rio Arriba county, in a
most of the front and more violent packing house Industries of the United and to utilize the same, to the excluExcept with the prior written as- lengthy address at the first annual be Installed.
sion as far as may be necessary of
on the right bank of the Meuse, north, States during the war.
The commissioners of Albuquerque
other than war traffic thereon, for the sent of said director, no attachment tax conference held In the capital.
east of Verdun, the scene of the GerStocks soared at the opening of the transportation of troops, war material by mesne process
or on execution
announced the employment of Paul
man attack nearly two years ago.
New York stock market Dec. 27, denot- and equipment therefor, and other shall be levied on or against any of
G. Redington, at present district for
One of Three Stabbed Dies.
ing tbe satisfaction of the financial needful and desirable purposes, con the property used by any of the Bald
WESTERN
ester of the Third district. United
Albuquerque
Rafello Baldulni, one States forest service, to be city man
An immediate and radical curtail community with tbe president's de- nected with the prosecution of the transportation systems in the conduct
war;
of
their
business
common
as
negro,
men
of
died
carriers:
stabbed by a
ment of passenger service In the cen- cision to take over the railroads.
three
ager.
Now. therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, but suits may be brought by and from
Puccl,
Louis
his
wounds.
tral West was predicted by railway
Fire believed to have been of in President of the United States,
The sum of $1,048,318.91 of state
under against said carriers and judgments stabbed In the chest and left armpit,
men at Chicago as one of the first re cendiary origin destroyed the boxmak-ln- and
by virtue of the powers vested in rendered as hitherto until and except
funds were on deposit in various
sults of government control of tho
plant of Otto Baker & Sons, at me by the foregoing resolutions and so far as said director may, by gen- probably will recover. A. Bennedetti
banks of the state at the end of the
roads.
Baltimore, Md., engaged in govern- statute, and by virtue of all other eral or special orders, otherwise de- has a slight wound under the left fiscal year Nov. 30, 1917, according
to
shoulder blade. Puccl told the ponce
At Globe, Ariz., Barney Scimla, a ment work, with a loss of more than powers thereto me enabling, do here- termine.
statistics compiled by the state treasby, through Newton D. Baker, secreFrom and after 12 o'clock on said that tbe negro attempted to take sev urer.
miner of Black Warrior, whose home $100,000.
was dynamited ten days ago by unThis year will be the first time since tary of war, take possession and as- 28th day of December, 1917, all trans- eral bottles of whisky from a window
sume control, at 12 o'clock noon on portation systems included In this or- In Balduinl and Puccl's saloon. He and
Fuel Administrator William O. Mc
known persons, shot and severely
mardl gras" was first held In New the 28th day of December,
1917. of der and proclamation shall conclusivethe other two men who were wounded Donald has issued an appeal to New
wounded four persons In a moving pic- Orleans that the day will not be cele each and every system of transportaly be deemed within the possession
surrounded the negro, he said, and he Mexico to observe two "lightless"
ture theater whom he suspected of brated by street maskers.
Mayor tion and the appurtenances thereof, and control of said
without fought hiB way out. William Brown, days a week as recommended by the
having had a hand in the bomb out- Behrman Issued an order forbiddiug located wholly or in part within the further act or notice. director
But for the pur an
was said to be the national fuel administration to conrage.
boundaries of the continental United pose of accounting said possession and
the custom.
serve fuel.
negro.
The American consulate at Odessa States and consisting of railroads. control shall date from 12 o'clock mid
Tonopah Mining Co. declared a diviand owned or
systems of night on Dec. 31, 1917.
The owners of the Iron Bar Group
dend of 7 per cent, payable Jan. 1, to was the object of a bomb early in the coastwise and controlled
inland transportation,
In witness whereof I have hereunto
in the Mogollón district, have started
Plaintiff Gets Judgment for $8,997,
morning of the 18th, according to a engaged in general transportation,
stock of record Dec. 31. This is a
my
set
hand
and
seal
of
the
operations.
caused
This Is the furthest work
East Las Vegas The jury In the
of 74 per cent from the last state department message.
whether operated by steam or by elec- the United States to be affixed.
south on the Queen vein and develop
dividend paid in October.
In New York the number of licenses tric power, Including also terminals.
Done by the President, through case of Leandro Archuleta against the ments show that
the values continue
marriages terminal companies and terminal as- Newton D. Baker, secretary of war, In Floershelm Mercantile Company of
for Christmas
Charges
of disorderly conduct issued
property.
against Prof. Charles Ayer, instruc- showed an Increase of nearly 100 per sociations, sleeping and parlor cars, the District of Columbia, this 26th day Roy, a Buit for $12,000 damages grow- to this
private cars and private car lines, or December, m the year of Our Lord
Grover H. Hendershott,
section
tor of Spanish and German at the Uni- cent, over 1916. A total of 277 li- elevators,
ing out of the big fire which destroyed
warehouses, telegraph and one thousand nine hundred and seven
foreman for the Santa Fé railroad,
versity of Colorado, and prominent in censes were Issued Monday as com- telephone Unes and all other equipcounof
Mora
section
the
business
the
teen,
and
of
Independence
the
of
the
was
stabbed
abdomen
1C7
in
pared
the
eve
on
with
cut
and
Christmas
last ment and appurtenances commonly United
educational circles In the West, were
States the one hundred and ty city a year ago last May, returned and bruised when members of his
year.
dismissed at Chicago.
used upon or operated as a part of forty-seconplaintiff. gang attacked him
of
the
a
in
favor
verdict
a short distance
New regulations issued by the Fed such rail or combined rail and water
The food commission of Silver Bow
WOODROW WILSON.
Damages allowed amount to $8,997.94.
from Belen.
NEWTON D. BAKER,
county, Mont., In which Butte Is lo- eral Food Administration automatic systems of transportation to be utially reduced the price of flour In car- lized for the transfer and transportaNew Mexico has 300 species of
Secretary of War.
cated, ordered a second reduction In load lots at
the mills by establishing tion of troops, war material and equipRancher Granted a Reprieve.
birds and only one state, California,
the local prices of foodstuffs, averag- a lower amount
may
ment
to
so
exclusion
the
as
far
Higher
Prices
Allowed
Coal
Men.
to
of wheat
be used
Santa Fé. Governor W. E. Llndsey can boast of a larger number, and
ing a cut of about 5 per cent in all
all other traffic there
Washington.
War demands for bi
in the manufacture of a barrel of be necessary of
on; and that so far as such exclusive tuminous coal have been greater than has granted a reprieve to William that only by a few specimens," said
products.
The first reduction cut flour.
use be not necessary
or desirable, mines could meet, although the in- Crosby until June next year to give Aldo Leopold of the New Mexico
prices 10 per cent.
W. W. Blackwell, a decade ago su such systemB of transportation
be opthis year has him an opportunity to Bave 1,200 head Game Protective Association at a lecpreme chancellor of the Knights of erated and utilized In the performance crease of production
WASHINGTON
ture before the Santa Fé Woman's
with exterminaGovernment uncovers world wide Pythias and since recognised as an of such other services as the national been normal, Fuel Administrator Gar- of cattle threatened
authority on affairs of the order, died interest may require and of the usual field testified at the 8enate coal in- tion by the drought. Crosby was sen- Club in the St. Francis auditorium.
plot to wreck social orders.
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell was eleoted
at his home at Henderson, Ky., af and ordinary business and duties of vestigation. In an effort to alleviate tenced to the penitentiary from twenSenate committee urged War Deconditions, he said, the fuel adminis- ty to twenty-fou- r
common carriers.
months for larceny president of the State Speakers' Bu
suffering a stroke of paralysis.
partment to provide warmer clothing terUnless
tration was laying emphasis on stim- of meat cattle.
10,000
approximately
Iron
reau, which organized at a meeting
By William G. McAdoo.
for soldiers in cantonments.
production.
employed in shops at San
workers
held in tbe Senate Chamber of the
It Is hereby directed that the pos- ulating
Funeral services for Senator New-land- s Francisco and In Oakland receive im- session,
"When
the
operators
complain that
Governor Urges Red Cross Aid.
control, operation and utilizaCapitol at Santa Fé. B. C. Hernanof Nevada were held In Washmediately a ten per cent, increase In tion of Euch transportation systems prices fixed by the president are too
Santa Fé. Governor Lindsey Issued dez, Dr. A. D. Crile and others faington.
President Wilson headed a wages, tbey will strike, according to hereby by me undertaken shall be ex- low, we are inclined to give them the
an appeal to the people of the state vored the organization of groups of
distinguished
gathering which
ata statement by R. W. Burton, presi- ercised by and through William O. Mc- benefit of the doubt," Dr. Garfield urging them to take memberships In speakers who would be available
for
tended.
Adoo, who is hereby appointed
and said.
dent of the Iron Trades council.
special drives.
tbe Red Cross.
Vice Chairman Stevens says labor
More than $1,000,000 Is said to have
W. A. Bayer, now with the state
trouble has loBt more than half milBolshevik Emissary Seeks Peace.
Agree on Silver Price Around $1.
been obtained in operations or three
Neblett Names Federal Court Clerk.
land office and formerly secretary to
lion days In ship building program, swindlers under arrest at Chicago, the
London. Gen. Antonoff, the miliWashington
A price to be paid by
City
United States District United States Senator Catron, has
Silver
but situation is now improving.
biggest "haul" having been obtained
the government for silver In agree- Judge Colin Neblett announced the been appointed chief clerk of the state
Belated returns brought the total of from Albert A. Cbarles, wealthy mer tary commandant of the Petrograd ment with
western
Wyly Parsons of Ros- penitentiary, a position which be held
producers
appointment
of
gone
says
to
district,
Kiev,
has
Pet
a
has
enrollments in the Red Cross Christ- chant of Kokomo, Ind., who is said to
rograd dispatch to the Times, with been agreed upon and will be an- well to be Federal Court clerk, suc- for many years. He will succeed R.
mas drive for new members up to
have lost $100,000 In a fake mine.
soon. It is said to be satis- ceeding Clerk Harry F. Lee, who re- L. Ormsbee and take his new position
instructions to negotiate with the nounced
Tbe goal set when the cam
A plot to poison Red Cross band
factory to the producers and will be tires from the clerkship on Jan. 1.
Jan. 1.
palgn opened Dec. 17, was 10.000,000.
ages
and spread wholesale death Ukranlan rada in an effort to settle about one dollar an ounce.
One direct result of the first annual
With the railroads undVr governamong the soldiers of America and the differences between it and the
Destroyed
Block
Historic
by Fire.
tax conference at the State Capitol
ment control, the greatest obstacle to her allies has been exposed and frus Bolshevik government. It is reported
Bulgarians Balk at Peace Terms.
destroyed
Fire
Fé.
Santa
the great- Is tbe decision of most of the counties
an adequate American coal supply In trated at Cleveland, Ohio.
that the authorities of the new Ukrai
Geneva Bulgaria has balked at the er portion of the Lamy business block of the state to accept the raises on
wiped out.
Congressional investigaViljalmar Stefaneson returned from nian government are ready to accept peace terms
of
corner
northwest
proat
the
of
Bolshevik!,
the
plaza, grazing land made by the State Tax
the
tors, therefore, turned their attention an exploring trip thru Arctic wilder-- proposals looking toward a peaceful
testing to the clause providing for "no and one of the adobe landmarks In the Commission for 1917 as the valuations
to coal prices.
ness.
arrangement.
annejatlon."
business section of the Capital city.
for 1918.
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WHEN THE CUSTOMS INSPECTORS DISCOVER THAT MRS.
MERRILEES HAS BROUGHT

IN A

LOT OF IMITATION

JEWELS THEY SUSPECT HER OF TRYING TO
PLAY A SMUGGLING

TRICK

Synopsis Lydla Craven, traveling as Lucy Carteret, runs away
from her English home to go to her father, Thaddeus Craven, in New
York, whom she hasn't seen for five years. Three days out on board
the steamer Alsatia, she runs plump Into Craven, making love to Mrs.
Merrilees, a young widow, engaged to marry him. Later Craven explains his mysterious conduct and supposed bachelorhood by telling
Lydia he Is a British secret service agent In America. She Is attacked
at night and a small box containing supposed valuable documents,
which he has given her to keep for him, is stolen. This is recovered
for her by Quoin, an amateur detective. When the party lands at New
York, Lydla, carrying the small box, has no trouble passing the customs
When Mrs. Merrilees declares a $00,000 necklace, the InInspection.
spector tells her It Is worth about $300 Just an imitation. This information astounds them and Mrs. Merrilees raises a row.
CHAPTER

X.

11

her, a regard somehow faintly reminiscent of their parting subsequent to
but her adventure of the night before last.

The silence was
while It lasted a power of scorn
played like lightning round the devoted head of the appraiser.
As for Lydia and Peter (who had
lust joined the group), they gaped in
ipen amazement; while the inspector
looked sorry for Charlie.
After lightning, thunder, remote,
maestoso, "Are you mad?"
"Me? No, ma'am, not a bit. It's
Dothing to me, you know."
I
"Don't quibble. If you please.
want to know whether or not you're
daft. You know perfectly well that
necklace Is worth ninety sixty thousand dollars. Look at the bill. Inspector, be good enough to show this
person Cottier's bill."
The appraiser examined the receipt
with ostensible astonishment. "I don't
understand this, ma'am," he faltered.
"Nor I!"
' "Cottier's don't deal In Imitations,
I know," he pursued with greater confidence. "Ail the same, I'll stake my
pearls,
Job that those are fish-ski- n
paste brilliants, and well, the setgenuine."
admit,
are
tings, I
"Then your Job Is as good as lost.
I shall tile a complaint and have you
discharged for incompetence."
"If you'll pardon me, I don't believe you will, M-- s. Merrilees."
"Easy, Betty!" Peter Traft interposed. "Perhaps he's right, after all."
"Be quiet, Peter. When I want your
advice, I'll let you know. Certainly
I ought to know when I paid for that
short-live-

collar

"

"Then you have been shamefully
cheated, Mrs. Merrilees," the Inspector put in.
I know real
"Quite Impossible.
gems from articles de Paris, and I examined this necklace with the greatest care before I purchased It. Since
then It has never left this box, which
hasn't been out of my care an Instant
except when In the purser's safe."
"I'm sorry, but I know what I
know. If you're the judge you think
yourself, ma'am, I can only suggest
that you take this to the light and
here, I'll lend you my magnifying
glass."
"Thank you, I sha'n't require It."
With a gesture of rage, Mrs. Merrilees snntched the case trova the appraiser's hands and moved toward the
patch of sunlight. Before she had
reached It, studying the collar attentively on the way, Lydia saw her
Slacken pace and falter.
One short minute in that strong
glare sufllced. As pale In mystification as she had previously been with
wrath. Mrs. Merrilees returned.
'
"I owe you an apology," she Informed the appraiser In a shaking
voice. "It's a palpable imitation."
The box slipped from her grasp and
went to the floor with a bump, spilling
Its trashy contents, and Mrs. Merrilees flopped Incontinently to a conLydia's ready arm
venient trunk
round her shoulders.
"But, my dear!" Betty walled. "It's
perfectly preposterous !"
The appraiser looked at once bored
and dubious. Peter Traft batted bewildered eyes, then with a helpful air
picked up the box and replaced Its
contents. The inspector swung sharply round and made oft, with every evidence of Inspired haste, toward a distant quarter of the pier.
"Let me think !" Mrs. Merrilees said
in a stifled voice. Indenting her lower
Hp with a knuckle, she fastened an
abstracted stare on the polished tips
of her shoes.
Lydia. at a loss, found nothing to
say.
couldn't decently express
too great concern over the disappearance of something that had been dedicated to her on her wedding day
however remote that event. Yet she
diswas gravely if unintelligibly
tressed. Beneath her ready sympathy
stirred a qualm of peculiar uneasiness.
Distracted by the rumble of men's
voices, she looked up, to find that
Quoin had added himself to the group
and was studiously attending to Pe
ter's account of the counterfeit collar.
Their eyes met presently, and Lydla
wsa surprised by the look be bent upon

She favored him with her shadowy,
enigmatic smile, now vaguely tinted
with solicitude.
Nodding briefly, with a thoughtful
air, Quoin returned his consideration
to Peter and the article de Paris.
"I simply cannot understand It!"
Betty declared, abandoning the puzzle
as hopeless. Then, catching sight of
the detective, she hailed him. "Quoin,
do come here at once!" and immedi
ately, heedless of bystanders, began
to detail her perplexity In a high.
querulous voice.
After a moment or two Lydla rose
and joined Peter Traft. "Poor dear !"
she said gently, with a slight nod to
correct any possible misconception as
to the object of her sympathy.
"I'm
so sorry for her!"
Impressively
'Well," said Peter,
Judgmatical, "of course Betty can afford to lose these trinkets by the gross ;
but, granted she isn't faking, it's
pretty puzzle, isn't it?"
"Faking !" Lydia echoed resentfully.
"Now
don't get huffy please!
Betty's a darling, and everything like
that; but she's got no conscientious
scruples about smuggling none that
you'd notice and I don't mind telling
you she Isn't above turning a trick like
this acting up to It too. She's one
wonderful young comedienne, if you
don't know It."
' 'Turn a trick like this !' What does
that mean" Lydia demanded stiffly.
'Have her dog collar duplicated In
paste and fish scales, substitute It for

"Then You Have Been Shamefully
Cheated, Mrs. Merrilees," the Inspector Put In.

abruptly to turn and examine the
deputy with the eye of disfavor. "Yes?"
she asked brusquely.
The deputy Introduced himself. "The
Inspector has Just Informed me of this
er unfortunate mntter," he pursued.
"And I thought I might possibly be able
to help straighten It out."
"Kind of you, I'm sure." But the
tone of Mrs. Merrilees completely be
lied this statement. "Have you any
thing to propose?"
"If I might have the privilege of a
word In private " the deputy suggested blandly.
Quoin made as If to withdraw.
"Walt, please. This Is Mr. Quota
You may have heard of him."
"Who hasn't?" the deputy returned
pleasantly. "Proud to meet you, sir."
"Mr. Quoin has kindly volunteered
to help me In this outrage. Anything
you wish to say he may hear."
'As you please, madam, but " The
glance of the deputy veered significant
ly to Peter and Lydia.
"No !" Mrs. Merrilees insisted warm
ly. "You can have nothing to say that
any of my friends may not hear."
"Then, madam permit me to advise
"
you, in all deference
"Well?"
"It will save you a great deal of
trouble to produce the original collar,
pay the duty on it, and "
"Quoin!" Betty exclaimed In a tone
of Irritated perplexity. "What can this
person mean?"
Quoin was silent.
"I don't mean," the deputy pursued,
unabashed, "to be offensive; but the
inference
is unavoidable.
You are
known to have purchased a valuable
pearl collar in Paris "
"I believe I declared it!"
"But upon examination yoa produce
only a comparatively worthless Imita
tion, and assert that you have been
robbed of the original."
"I assert! I have asserted nothing."
Mrs. Merrilees drew a long breath,
closed her teeth with a vindictive snap,
and reopened them to observe with
withering distinctness, "Go awny ! You
are Insolent! You presume oh, you
annoy me ! Do go before I forget my-

MINING AND OIL

Wutern Newspaper Union Non-- i Service.
London, Dec. ' 29. Premier Lloyd
George, in a letter which he sent to
the special national labor conference,
"Achievement of the pur
declared:
poses for which the allies are fighting
1b essential to the future freedom
and
peace of mankind."
The premier also
asserted that a statement on war aim3
could be made only In agreement with
Great Britain's allies. The question
of Issuing a fresh joint declaration, he
added, was being constantly kept in
view by the entente allied governments.
The premier's statement Is
regarded as the British reply to the
peace
offer.
German
The labor conference was convened
here by the parliamentary committee
of the Trades Union Congress and the
executive of the labor party In the
central hall at Westminster to consider a "memorandum on war aims."
A pronounciamenlo
was adopted, with
a virtual unanimous show of hands,
declaring that In continuing the war
labor is actuated by a determination
to make the world safe for democracy

hereafter.
No sympathy was expressed in the
text of the statement with attempts
to convert the war Into one of conquest, but It insisted that restitution,
reparation and also certain territorial
readjustments are necessary If the renewal of armaments and war Is to be
avoided.
London. The establishment of a republic in White Russia has been announced, according to Petrograd advices. A rada, or legislative body, for
the territory has been assembled at
Minsk, at which place a decree will
be issued proclaiming the independence of the state.

The British
London, Dec. 29.
troops in Palestine have repulced a
Turkish attack north and northwest
"We can't assess an Imitation at the of Jerusalem and made an advance ot
value of the real necklace, of course. about two and one-hamiles on a
and yet we know that the original Is front of nine miles along the Turkish
coming Into this country by this boat.
right flank, says an official communi
"Then permit me to recommend the cation. The Turks suffered severe
your
other passengers to
attention."
losses In the repulse, which came al
"We'll do our best to overhaul them ter the British pickets had been driven
all, I promise you. But If the goods in.
don't turn up, we'll feel reluctantly
compelled to make a thorough search,
Italian Headquarters in Northern
not only of your luggage but of your- Italy, Doc. 29. Further reports of the
self as well, Mrs. Merrilees."
attempt of Austrian aviators to raid
Treviso, which resulted so disastrous"Quoin !" Mrs. Merrilees appealed.
The Investigator shook his head, ly for them, emphasize the brilliant
"It's too bad; but I really don't see work done by both Italian and Britwhat's to be done about It. These peo- ish aviators. Although eleven Aus
down,
ple have the power to make things trian machines were brought
mighty unpleasant for you unless "
only a few Italian airplanes were dam"What, you too?" she hissed, with aged. Five Italian and one British soldiers were killed.
vast dramatic expression.
"No, no!" Quoin protested hastily.
Petrograd. There are persistent
"Don't misunderstand me. I'm only
afraid that, unless the necklace shows mmnra hare thnt Kine- Ferdinand of
up, you'll have to submit."
Rumania has abdicated in favor of
"Very well !" With a shrug of de- Crown Prince Charles.
fiance, Mrs. Merrilees showed Quoin
Bank President Held for Murder.
an ungra Hous back. To the deputy
she added with blighting disdain, "Go
Peoria, III. E. A. Strause, the bank
president who killed his cashier,
ahead. And while you're finding noth
ing In my trunks you may as well send Berne M. Mead, recently was held
for a female inspector to search me. without bail on a murder charge by
But every one of you will suffer for verdict of a coroner s jury.
this or I'll know the reason why I"
"I'm sorry, madam."
S. TAKES OVER RAILROADS.
But there wasn't much uneasiness U.
betrayed In the deputy collector's nianMcAdoo Drafts Rail Presiner as he signed to the inspector to do Director
dente to Work Out Operating Plans.
his hateful duty.
The three friends of Mrs. Merrilees,
Washington, Dec. 29. As the first
on the other hand, were acutely uncompractical step In the government's op
disgrace,
Quoin
in
fortable
Peter eration of railroads, which began yes
McAdoo
Traft firmly convinced that the deputy terday, Director General
was right and consequently afraid to drafted the railroad war board Into
meet Betty's eyes, and Lydla not only the government service to work out
sore distressed with misgivings, but re plans of unified operation and sumnit
The
pelled by Betty s attitude.
them to hira for approval.
And this was the phase of the affair "emergency operators" include Fair
disclosed to Craven when he bustled fax Harrison, president of the South
up, aglow with satisfaction.
Elliott,
New
ern railway; Howard
"Hello, people! I'm all clear. Had York. New Haven & Hartford rail
the deuce of a time the silly ass want- way; Julius Kruttschnltt, chairman
ed to rook me for duds I brought in as executive committee Southern pacmc;
long ago as 1008; but
What's the Hale Holden. president Chicago, Burrow?"
lington & Quincy, and Samuel Hea,
This last was in a tone radically president Pennsylvania lines.
changed, and at the same Instant his
At noon Friday the approximately
fiancee decided to acknowledge him on 250.000 miles of American railway sysrigidly
probation, however
she might
tems silently merged Into one great
elect to deny the rest of humanity. So
continual chain for the winning of the
she unbent enough to beckon him with war, regarded by many as the opena nod; and Craven hurried on to get ing of a new epoch in government op
his answer from the one most con.
eration and control or puouc uiuiuw,
cerned.
passed by without formal ceremony.

self!"

the original article, and pretend she's
been jockled like one o'clock. Mind
you, I don't say she has done that ; but
the little devil's got It in her."
"I don't believe you!"
"There!" Peter complained. "Now
you're sore. Didn't I tell you the other
day the foolishest thing a chap could
do was to take things seriously, especially out loud?"
"You're horrid !"
The adjective was childish; but
Lydla wasn't In a mood to search for
one more dignified. She turned a frosty
shoulder to the young man; but the
seed of suspicion had been planted In
the mind of one who couldn't forget
how lightly Betty had confessed to
prior exploits in the gentlewomanly
art of smuggling, and her laughing confession that nothing but sheer fright
would prevent her attempting again to
outwit the custom house.
Mr.. Bush Save She Murdered Two
What Is your solution of the
And even while this memory was
After telline the authori
mystery? Do you think that Mr.
m.mh,,
troubling her the affair took a turn to
Merrilees is trying to put over a
ties several different stories concern
fix doubt of Betty firmly in Lydia's
queer
haptilck? Some mighty
ing the death of her grandson, utis
mind.
penings are described in the next
Bush, one of which was to the effect
It began with the return of the Ininstallment
that after her son, jonn uusn, naa
spector, accompanied by the custom
killed the boy and had boiled his body
bouse official in charge of the pier a
in n hi vat. she had. In turn.
ik
middle-age- d
man, this one, with a
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
killed her son. Mrs. Nancy J. Bush
d
manner,
rather consequential
t.rtterl sheriff Davis or Delta coun
eyeglasses, and a not unkindly
Not Strong an Work.
Attorney Logan by
expression.
"Some men treats delr country an' ty and District she had killed both
..ariin that
"Mrs. Merrilees, I believe?" be asked delr families de same way," raid Uncit
and bad boiled
with much urbanity.
Eben. "Dey loves 'em, but dey doesn John and Otis Bush
their bodies.
Mrs. Merrilees Interrupted herself care much 'bout workln' for 'em."

1 LIMIT

FOR RETURNS

Washington. The time has arrived
for every American subject to the income tax division of the war revenue
act to figure up his Income and tile
his return. If he Is unmarried and
has a net Income of $1,000 or more, or
If lie Is married or the head of a family and his net Income is $2.000 or
more, he must pay the tax. His re
turn must be In the hands of the collector of internal revenue In the district in which the taxpayer lives or
has his principal plnce of business before March i, 1018.
The man who thinks to evade this
tax is making a serious error. Uevenue
officials will be in every county to
check returns. Failure to make a correct return within the time specified
Involves heavy penalties.
'Net Income" means gross Income
less certain deductions provided for by
the act. The law defines income as
profit, gain, wages, saiury, commis
sions, money or its equivalent from
commerce,
vocations,
professions,
trade, rents, sales and dealings in property, real and personal, and interest
from Investments except Interest from
government bonds, or state, municipal
township or county bonds. Incomes
from service ns guardian, trustee or
executor; from dividends, pensions.
royalties, or patents, or oil and gas
wells, coul land, etc., are taxable.
Normal Rate Is 2 Per Cent.
The normal rate of tax Is 2 ner cent
on net incomes above the amount of
exemptions, which is $2,000 In the case
of a married person or head of a family and $1,000 In the case of a single
person. A married person or head of
a family is allowed an additional exemption of $200 for each dependant
cima it under eignreen yearK ui u?
heCIlllSe
ar tnnanuttla txt
defective. The taxpayer is considered
ramuy
ne is
a
u
ot
to be the heart
aMnniiv HtmnnrMniF one or more per- sons closely connected with hlin by
blood relatlonsmp or reiauonsnip uy
marriage, or if his duty to support
such person is based on some moral
or legal obligation.
rtohta aurortnlneri to he worthless
ami eharireri off within the vear and
taxes paid except Income taxes and
those assessed against local oenents
nPa ta,lutlhla Then nnri other noints
of the income tax section of the war
revenue act will be fully explained oy
p.v.nns officers who will visit every
county in the United States between
January 2 and March 1 to assist taxpayers In making out their returns.
Officers to Vielt Every Locality.
Notice of their arrival In each locality iviu h
in advance through
the press, banks and post offices. They
will be supplied wltn income tax iorms
copies of which may be obtained also
from collectors of lnternul revenue.
The bureau of internal revenue Is
seeking to impress upon persona sub-ia- t
m tho tnr the fact that failure to
see this official In no way relieves
them of the duty Imposed by law to
file their returns within the time speci-

Wtatarn Newspaper Union Nwa Service.

Metal Prices.
Bar silver
$ .869
Copper
23.17V4
Lead
6.25
Spelter
7.41
Tungsten concentrates, per unit 20.00
Boulder Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $20.0022.50 per unit. Crude
ores, 60 per cent, $20.0025.00; 25 per
cent, $12.O012.50; 10 per cent, $9.40
12.20 per unit.
Arizona.
The December output of the New
Cornelia Copper company was one ot
Its best.
A full standard rig and drill is now
on the Arizona Oil and Refining com
pany s property located In the Chino
valley, where the oil boom is under'
full sway.
New Cornelia started a three-copartment working shaft on its property recently acquired from the Ajo
Consolidated.
The management of the Gold Ore of
Kingman is developing one of the best
bodies of ore in the San Francisco
mining district, the shaft still going
down in gold ore.
Colorado.
The heading of the Roosevelt tun
nel of the Cripple Creek Deep Drainage and Tunnel company Is still in
the mass of syenite, entered Oct. 19.
The Clyde shaft of the Millasier
Mining company, southeast of Modoc
mine on Battle mountain, has attained
a depth of 1,300 feet, and Supt. Charlea
Fish now has his men at work cutting
the station at the 1,100-foo- t
level.
A price to be paid by the govern
ment for silver in agreement with
western producers has been agreed
upon and will be announced soon. It
is said to be satisfactory to the producers and will be about one dollar
an ounce.
A more liberal supply of labor en
abled the Cripple Creek district to
close 1917 by placing the amount of
gold produced in the last half ot the
year ahead of the production in the
first six months. It also speeded up
development, and this, in turn, should
result In more ore.
The report of President A. E. Carlton of the Cresson Consolidated Gold
Mining and Milling company, mailed
stockholders with the December dividend checks, gives details of a discovery of ore running as high as 33
ounces gold or $650 a ton, In grab
samples, in a raise between the fifteenth and fourteenth levels.

Montana.
Montana Is the present state of tall
stacks, the effort to get rid of emelter
smoke, together with the manufacture
ot sulphuric acid, having called In the
cement man and bricklayer as first
While still possessaid in metallurgy.
ing the distinction of having the highest brick smokestack in the world, the
one at the Butte and Montana smelter
at Great Falls has lost to Washington
the honor of having the largest cement smokestack, one recently completed at Tacoma being 677 feet high,
which is 19 feet higher than the famous stack at the Anaconda smelter,
which at the time of its completion
was the largest in the world, says a
Great Falls paper. The stack at Great
Falls is 506 feet in height, and it was
constructed by the Alphons-Curtodu- s
fied.
company of the United States and
The penalty for failure to make the
The same company is now
r nn time Is a fine of not less France.
brick stack at the
building a 400-fothan $20 nor more than $1,000, and
Helena smelter of the American
In addition B0 per cent or tne amount East
company.
Smelting
Refining
and
ti,a
r line. For making a false
or fraudulent return, the penalty Is
New Mexico.
a fine not to exceed $2,000 or not exEarl C. Cleveland has been appointceeding one year's imprisonment, or
tn tita fiicrettnn of the court, and ed government
powder licensing ofin addition 100 per cent of the tax ficer for the Mogollón district.
evaded.
A Tuc3on, Ariz., firm has purchased
A to the Farmers.
the smelter in Socorro county, which
In the days when Socorro was the
The number of farmers who will pay ltfrgest
city In New Mexico, had a cahna not been estimated
300 tons a day. The smelter
by the government officials, but It Is pacity of
will be moved to a site near Tucson
certain they win iorm a large pcn.-.copper ore from the
f the fl.000.000 persons assessed and Is to handle
before have Dald an Income Twin Buttes section.
The Oaks Co. continue to Increase
tax. The average farmer does not
developkeep books but If he avails nimseir or their production taken from
was
the services of government experts ment work. During the week ore
who will be sent to aid him, It will not milled from Maud S and Clifton mines.
be difficult for him to ascertain the Work has been started on a lower
level from the central shaft on Deep
amAnt nf hin net income.
rrilrt farmer i mnkinflr out his return Down mine and new development work
may deduct depreciation in the value is being started In the Pacific mine.
of property and macninery usea in tne
Tha steel headframe for the Socorro
An,i,,nt nf his fnrm. and losa bv fire. Mines Plant at Mogollón has been deIf
by
or
casualty,
theft
other
or
storm
livered. Work has been started in the
not covered by Insurance,
mine, this will be increased as soon
actunlly Incurred in rarm operation as hoist can be put in commission.
ha riartnrtarl hilt not fnmtlV Or liv Supply house, machine and carpenter
ing expense. Produce raised on the shops are about completed and other
farm and traded for groceries, wearing buildings are being started. All lumapparel, etc., Is counted as living ex ber needed to rebuild mill has now
oendltures and cannot be deducted.
been delivered.
Got Bv.
was asked by his
teacher at the primary school to produce a composition upon the subject of
his favorite literary work. The young-ota- r
wont into exectitive session with
himself and turned out the following
ana
succinct criticism or a
popular classic:
PllIs
called
beet
Rnnk
like
I
Tha
rrim'a Prnirress. Mv mother reads thlt
Book to me every Night before I go to
Bed. I love to near sdoui tne
He had a hard time, out ne got oy :
Saturday Evening Post.
Pilo-rl-

A

d

Wyoming.
Much hope was pinned on the well
of Kansas City Interests drilling on
the Tlsdale dome.
The Midwest company has completed its permanent winter camp in
the Pilot Butte field.
In the Lander field fully 100 rige are
under construction or will be built the
coming winter nd spring.
Tlsdale OH company, drilling on secPowder River field, baa
tion
cased off at a depth ot 2,330 feet.

TESTED AND
PROVEN

WAR TALKS

There is a Heap of Solace in
Able to Depend Upon a
Well Earned Reputation.

By UNCLE DAN

Be-in-

Number Four
Military; Training Necessary for Safety;
and Defense.

g

For months Estancia readers have
seen the constant expression of praise
for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read about
the good work done in this locality.
What other remedy ever produced such
convincing proof of merit?
Albert Mercier, carpenter, 422 N.
Eleventh St., Albuquerque. N. Méx.,
"Over-wor- k
brought on kidney
savs:
trouble and I was laid up with a lame
I feared to move a muscle beback.
cause of the Bharp pains, that pierced
My kidneys didn't act properly
me.
and I was often compelled to get up
several times at night to paaB the kid
ney secretions. The first box of Doan's
Kidney Pills helped me greatly and be
fore I had finished the second box, I
The cure has proven per
was cured.
manent now for years."
Don t sim
Price 60c, at all dealers.
remedy get
ply ask for a kidney
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Foster-Milbour- n
Mr. Mercier had.
adv
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

"Say, Uncle Dan," said Blllle, "Jim!
míe and I have been looking up about
war In tbe encyclopedia at school. We'
found that In tbe war between GerGermany
many and France In 1870-7lost In killed and wounded 28,000 soldiers while France lost about six times
as many, and besides that, she lost;
every battle. We asked Professor Slo- -j
cum why this was. Be said that the
German army was highly trained and
ably commanded, while the French'
soldiers were poorly trained ; and that
their war department was honeycombed with Jealousy and politics;'
that the officers were not much good,'
and that's why France lost the war!
and so many men. What do you think
about It, Uncle Dan!"
"Well," said Uncle Dan, "Professor
Slocum is right. By Inefficiency France1
lost that war,' together with two of
her best provinces Alsace and Lorraine and had to pay a billion dol-- ;
lars indemnity money. France today
learned her lesson by that sad experience, so she put in universal military From the Record
training, and as a result, her soldiers
Ben Bailey, of Panhandle, Tex
now know bow to fight and how to
protect themselves. They are losing as, is here, for a visit to his mothless men In the war than the Germans.
C. H. Stanton.
France also pufpolltlcs out of her war er, Mrs.
department, so that expert authority
Miss I la Bigbee, the primary
Instead of bureaucratic stupidity, now
ls,i
result
army.
The
the
directs
teacher in the Willard schools, is
France has one of the best and most'
spending the holiday vacation
and:
efficient armies every assembled,
this shows what thorough training and; with home folks at Encino.
good leadership means In warfare.l
Thia iiinl France In this crisis, as
Mrs. J. J. Brazil went to Al
well as the liberties of the world."
queique the last of the week
urnr In now Conducted, there Is. I
for an indefinite stay with rela
no place for an untrained man.
body of 10,000 well trainea somier
tives.
hnndlpil could defeat five
and
raw
recruits
of
Supt. Evans, of the Sants Fe,
times their number
do it every time with comparatively
here one day this week cn
was
small loss to themselves. Proper training alone will reduce the death and. inspection trip.
of what it oth-- j
casualty rate one-thir- d
The Underwood Garage was
envine would be, and right here is an
bought this week by Mr. F. G.
unanswerable argument for universal
military training.
McCabe, who took possession at
"Our government has no moral right;
will continue the busto force her men Into war service! once, and
with his
without properly training them for it.! iness in connection
To do so is simply murder, hence the1 metal and plumbing works.
frantic effort that is now being made!
to give her soldiers some training be-- j
fore they are sent to the front If we
are to win this war, it will take trained
men to do it, and it will take trained
men to win any other war that may
come upon us in the future. If we
must fight, let us fight to win and notl
to lose."
"That's the stuff," said Billie.
Continuing, Uncle Dan said: "Our
government has expended about $300,-- 1
Mrs. J. A. Cox, ofAl-derso- n,
and
000,000 to put up cantonments
W. Va., writes:
training stations in order to train thej
"My daughter . . . sufmen called by the selective draft t
fered terribly. Shercould
When these men are trained the train- the
not turn in bed
immediately,
be
should
ing stations
doctors gave her up, and
filled with younger men, say those In;
we brought her home to
their nlneteemn year, 10 receive di -'
die. She had suffered bo
months of Intensive military trainmuch at . . . time. Having along the lines of the Chamberlain,
ing heard of Cardui, we
bill. This will be of Immeasurable
It will
benefit to them individually.
gotitlorher."
do them more good than any other two
years of their whole life; It will make
t,
quick
them Strong, manly,
to see and quick to act ; it will equip
them for a successful life. In short
it will rebuild American manhood and
will also give the government a body
of trained men to draw from in case
It is necessary to defend our flag and
Hie Woman's Tcn!c
country. We must settle this question
of universal military training immediately, otherwise these training camps
"In a few days, She be- wr Á
gan to improve," Mrs.
may be demolished. The adoption of
Cox continues, "and had
universal military training will be nono trouble at . . . Cardui
tice to the world that from then on
cured her, and we sing
we will be prepared to defend ourits praises everywhere.
selves promptly and efficiently, and
We receive many thouthis will do more to keep us out of
sands of similar letters
every year, telling of the
war in the future than anything else
good Cardui has cone for YA
we could do."
women who suffer from
"Do you think, brother," said Mrs.!
comnlaints so common to
Graham, "that there will ever be antheir sex. It should do
other war?"
Trv .VJ
E-- 7Í
TL
"I have no doubt about It," sntS
Uncle Dan. "So long as men are
ambl-t
are
selfish, so long as nations
tlous to acquire territory, so long as
population presses and demands more
room, so long as there remains a
scramble for world trade so long wars
will be. When the time comes that
we reach the high plane for which, we
hope and dream, when all will recognize the fatherhood of God and the Agent for
brotherhood of man, then, and then
only, will wars cease. When that day
comes doors will need no locks, banks
will need no vaults to protect their
treasures, but that day Is a long vay

WILLARD
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Correspondence.

Miss Beulah Brown and broth-

er entertained their many friends
at the home of their parents Mr.
and Mrs. N. S. Brown, two miles
Everyone was
north of Lucy.
dressed in hard times costumes,
and the evening was most pleasantly spent in playing games.
Refreshments consisting of apples and chocolate candy were
served from tin plates. Grapho-phon- e
music caused many to pat
feet and step lightly.
Those
present were: Misses Lorene and
Mary Belle Ross, Leonora and
Aileen Cobb, Beula Brown, Eth-leeMinnie and Bertha Heal,
Pearl and Lillian Gumfory, Ethel
Hubbard, Harriet Reed, Irene
Swift, Mesdames H. 0. Claunch,
Maud Patterson, R. M. Swift, G.
W. Austin, Lillian Ross, Hallie
Cobb, Will Gumfory,
Heal. G.
N. S. Brown,
Messrs. Burr
Brown, ErneBt Carruth, Horace
Claunch, Falcona Brown, Arch.
Vestal, Billy and Geo. Cobb, Jno.
Power, D. F. Heal, Harvey and
Horace Estes, G- - W. Austin, R.
M. Swift, N. S. Brown.
Margaret Swift has pneumonia.
Dr. Ottosen was called Sunday,
and gave her some relief.
Quite an interest wa3 mani
fested at the Salt Refinery meet
ing Saturday night. Several invested in shares and it is thought
the refinery will be located here.
Miss Beula Brown injured her
foot Friday when a bench fell on
it. Though it is swollen quite a
bit she is able to use it a little.
Jeff Ross returned from Romu
He
lus, Oklahoma, Saturday.
says they fed him well and his
looks prove it.
A. R. Wilson is still looking
bad from the effects of his fall
from his wagon and dislocating
his shoulder.
Lahoma and Tennis Smoot en
tered school here Monday. These
little folks are just from Okla
homa, and no doubt will enjoy
the change of work.

A Service Car
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service it gives in return
for a modest outlay commends the Overland Light Four
to the veteran car owner.
its fast
its stamina for the
long haul and sustained speed,
would be remarkable in a much
higher priced car.
Its

get-awa- y,

Suffer?

W. R. MEAD0R
Subject

not lac
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-
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ehas, Sawey
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$790.00
rrtat I o. b. Toledo
to cnama without

J. W. Welch and family reW. N. Walpole and son Fields
Correpondence.
Special
to the valley last week
turned
SunMyers'
home
in
Lee
were
from Wellington, Texas, accomday, in the Senia Draw.
Happy New Year to all.
panied by J. F. Welch, a twin
W. W. Manning and wife and
The weather still stays fine for
brother of Jack Welch- and J. S.
were
wife
and
in this time of the year.
Geo. Ward
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Mountainair Sunday.
H. A. Mirabal of Pinos Wells
C. J. Early and brother-in-launloaded a car of flour and feed
B- J.
Sanders, who is visiting here last Monday for his store at
here, and W. W. Manning had Pinos Wells.
The school entertainment on flying business to Willard and
W. B. Huston, R. H. Mitchell
Monday evening last was indeed rMountainair Saturday.
and Maurice Taylor made a trip
a treat to young and old. The
A. S- East and family moved to Willard and Estancia last
pupils gave evidence of their to Estancia Sunday trom this week.
splendid training under Mr. Ben community.
We will miss this
A. J. Mitchell spent Christmas
nett. Music for the evening was family from our midst, but hope
with
his family.
Pow
by
Messrs Jno.
furnished
they will be pleased with their
Roy Hileman and R. F. Taylor
er, Clarence Vick, Emery Rhoads new environments.
made a trip to Clovis last week
and Mrs. H, V. Clayton.
been
who
has
Jr.,
Luke Burns,
to see if they could find a market
in the hospital at Clovis for treat
for their beans.
M'INTOSH
ment of typhoid for two months,
Special Correspondence.
C. B. Smith and family enhas recuperated and returned
joyed their Christmas
dinner
Miss Minnie Laws and Wayne home Thursday night.
with the W, A. Myers family.
Laws are at home for the holi
Miss Coda Burns spent Thurs
days.
The Cedarvale schools started
day night with her friend Miss
again after a week's vacation
Willie Yates is spending the Maggie Hopkins.
during Christmas week.
holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Fel- Luke Burns, Sr. and wife vis
ton.
Dave Fletcher and Mr. Toombs
ited with their daughter and
Miss Gertrude Podds was at family, Mr. and Mrs. John Dress- each have a new windmill and
home for Christmas.
ier in the Chapman settlement piping for their wells.
Saturday, returning Monday.
Roy Hileman has sold his sec
daugh
a.nd
Mr. and Mrs. Tutt
tion
of land to Harry D. Smith
ter Sarah came in from Los
his
moved
M.
has
Stark
C.
Harry got
Lunas Christmas morning
bachelor quarters to the Qsburn and L 0 Foster.
quarters
land and
of
the
three
varecently
was
which
place,
Mr. and Mrs. Laws entertained
L. 0. Foster one quarter.
a bunch of young folks at dinner cated by Charley Hart.
Miss Lena Marcum is suffering
Christmas day.
Last week's items.
a bad case of rheumatism.
with
Mr. and Mrs. Brittain ate din
Mr. Connor and family from
ner with Mr- - 3Pd Mrs. Merrifield the southern portion of the state
MORIARTY
on Christmas.
moved into the G. W. Bruncr From the Moriarty Messenger.
Mr. Brun r
Mr. and Mrs. Laws enter place Wednesday.
A bouncing baby boy was born
tained the young folks Wednes occupies his daughter Oldie's Monday, December 17th, to Mr,
day with a fortyrtwo party.
homestead.
and Mrs. C T, Butler.
Mr. and Mrs, Brittain enterC. J. Earley succeeded in get
Mrs. Walter Lovett left last
tained the young folks Friday ting his well cleaned out and has week to join Mr. Lovett who is
night.
plenty of good soft water. Mr. operator at Hachita, N. M.
Miss Dixie Lipe spent Saturday Burns also has had his cleaned.
Mollie and Margaret
that had not Misses are over from Albuquer
and Saturday night with Miss These are old wells
Stewart
mischief-makers
been in use and
CONTINENTAL OILS Mabel Laws.
The girls
que for the holidays.
had thrown all kinds of waste
are attending school in the Duke
Miss Marion Lipe spent a few material into them.
City.
days last week with Caithness
Rev. Donaldson came out Sun
Falconer and Jewel Brittain.
The Moriarty Farm Loan As
day night with W.N. Walpole
will hold an important
sociation
Miss Clara Torrence came in
from Mountainair and filled his meeting on Tuesday, January 8,
spend
to
Sunday from Eastvie
annointment Sunday at 11. He 1918. Every member is urged to
the rest of the vacation with also preached Sunday nigni.
be presentfriends.
R B. eOBHKRNB
Snndav afternoon the mem
The following teachers are
bers of the Baptist church met
Shoe and Harness
PLEASANTVIEW
in the Walpole home to discuss home for the holidays Miss
Repairing
Special Correspondence.
the selection of a pastor, etc, Pearl Clvmer. Miss Edith Ken
dall. Miss Eloyd Neel, Miss Ida
ensuing year.
Brock Manning and wife had for the
Coleman and Miss Day.
AH work guaranteed
Mr. McKoren and family are
business in Estancia Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Stepp, of
domiciled in their new quarters
Mrs. A. G. Parker and sons for the new year, having moved Quanah, Texas, arrived Saturday
Shop on Nortk Main Street
from near the Means school on Mrs. Delozia's farm. We are to spend the holidays with Mrs.
were in this section Satur glad to have these people among Stepp's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
house
Estancia, New Mexico
A. Thornell of Venus.
us.
day.

Why

"Tbe only safe and sane plan is tobe able to defend ourselves at an
times. Therefore, every citizen should
insist that senators and congressmen
shall provide for universal military
tvalnlntr &n that never strain shall the
country be caught so completely unready as this war found us. Fortunately, In this case, our enemy has
been held back, so we have bad a few
months In which to prepare. This ad- vantage probably will never come
again. It is however our salvation
today.
"Because she was ready, Switzerland
la an island of peace in a sea of
war. Safety first la good, but safety
always is better. In strength there Is
safety. You sever saw a tla can
tied to the tall of a bulldog. There
to reason."
v

It is big enough and comfortable enough for your longest
drives.
106-inwheelbaseand cantake care of that.
springs
tilever
But it is small enough to be
handled with less effort than
any other car that will serve you
so well and in such comfort. "

Reynolds and family.
Louis Edward Kinsell, foruteen
months old baby of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Kinsell, died Wednesday
The
morning from pneumonia.
child has been very low for the
past two weeks. Interment was
held in the Mountain View cemetery and services were conducted
at the grave by Rev. Kitchings.
Friends of the family extend
the bereaved
sympathy
to
parents.
Isaac Williams and Miss Lenora
Wood3 were married Christmas
day at Watonga, Oklahoma. Mr.
and Mrs. Williams first met in
the Estancia valley, and after a
honeymoon trip to California will
spend a short time here. They
will make their home in Tres
Ritos, N. M., where Mr. Williams
has been employed the past two
Mr. Williams is favoryears.
ably known in Moriarty and
Venus.
There la more Catarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and for years It was sup- to be lnourable. Doctors prescribed
Íiosed remedies,
and by constantly failing
to cure with local treatment, pronounced
It Incurable. Catarrh la a local disease,
greatly Influenced by constitutional conditions and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Medicine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co.. Toledo, Ohio, Is a constitutional
remedy, is taken Internally and acts
thru the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the System. One Hundred Dollars re.
ward Ib offered for any case that Hall's
Catarrh Medicine falls to cure. Send for
circulars and testimonials.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold Dy Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family pills for constipation.

Rheumatism Yields
Only rheumatic sufferers know
the agony of its darting pains,
aching joints or twisting cords.
But some few have not known that

SCOTFS

.

-

SD0N
has been correcting this trouble
when other treatments have
Utterly failed.

Scott's is essentially blood-foo- d
such rich, concentrated form
that its oil gets into the blood to
alleviate this stubborn malady.
Get a bottle of Scott't Emat-ion or advise an ailing
friend. No alcohol.

in

The Norwegian cod liver oil la
Scott'. Emulilon Is now refined In our
own American laboratories which
makes it pune and palatable.
Scott ft Bowne, Bloomficld, N.J,

